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A.S.
 
directors
 
vote  against 
Proposition
 
63 
By 
Andy Bird 
Daily staff writer 
The 
Associated
 Students hoard of direc-
tors
 
soiekl
 6-4 Wednesday to 
adopt  a 
resolution
 
opposing Proposition O. the -English-only" 
The resolution.  
proposed
 by 
Annabelle  
Ladao, A.S. director 
ol
 
Non -Traditional
 
Mi-
nority  
Affairs,
 
came
 under 
lire 
from
 some 
members
 01 the 
hoard  w 
ho 
said
 it 
was  a waste 
01 time. 
"The bottom
 
line 
is that I don't 
think A S. 
needs to he 
concentrating
 on things like 
Propo-
sition  63 
right  rims... 
said 
Scott  Valor. 
A.S.  di-
rector
 in academic
 all:ors. 
Although 
Valor  said
 he doesn't personally
 
support
 Proposition
 63, he 
said  he voted 
against
 the
 
resolution
 
becaii
 se the A.S. 
shouldn't  be concerned
 with 
non
-campus
 is-
sues.  
"It has 
no 
direct
 
bearing  
on the 
Asso-
ciated Students we, at the A.S. should he 
representing 
students," Valor said. "We have 
other
 
problems  
. . we 
have  child 
care
 to con-
sider...
 
Ladao  said. -I has e been 
spending my 
time
 on  other things including
 child care, . and 
added that 
she is the 
one 
responsible
 or the 
plan to bring
 child care to 
SJSU  
"(Waning the 
resolution  i did not put a 
dent in my 
work
 schedule," Ladao said. "I 
was not wasting my time it 
was  my time. I 
chose to do it .' 
The A.S. hoard 
wasn't  doing anything im-
proper by taking the time to vote on the matter. 
Ladao
 said 
"II the city 
council  can 
do it.
 
a hy 
Baby
 doll 
Skipper
 and Ken take the 
fall 
in make-believe dive 
contest  
By Scott
 G. Hamilton 
Daily stall
 writer 
As 
doll -sits
 mg nihilist Olga 
Gomez prepared Tropical Ken for 
his final dive yesterday alternoon. 
the art quad audience waited si-
lently . 
The 
success
 it Oomeis
 earlier 
attempt 
attributed to "just
 hav-
ing an 
eye tor it" 
earned a score 
of 25. quality in  her for a tie -break-
ing round against
 leader Mark 
Jagow.
 
As Gomez
 was about to propel 
Ken. 
disaster  
struck
 
Gomez
 
unin-
tentionally
 
broke
 
oil  Ken's 
left leg 
Medic 
Jummi 1 ksmond. Tau 
Kappa
 Epsilon', informal rush 
chairman. 
promptly repaired the in-
jured 
appendage, but 
his  akin, 
were
 in i at  Seconds later.
 Come/ 
east 
Ken 
!tom  
the 
dizzying
 heights 
01 a six- loot ladder. and he missed 
his mark,
 crashing
 
perilously
 
on the 
concrete 
below
 
Thus. Jagow claimed a sex
 
en -
toot inflatable alligator as the 
"monster prize" in the 
second day 
of IKE'. informal rush 
competi-
tions. Marketing major
 Pete Crosier 
emerged
 VICIOrIOUS from frog 
races  
held yesterday. 
Prior to the 
es
 
ent.
 Desmond 
exp1inned that the goal of the game 
was to make the dolls "disc vi int 
sty  le " 
The contest was part of IKE% 
intormal rush. 
President  Dan McIn-
tosh
 said. 
Although
 rush 
is riser 
at 
most Iraternities. TKE 
is 
continuing 
rush 
atilt
 ities
 until 
its pledge 
period 
which ends tomorrow. he said. 
TM'.
 is not recognized by the 
Inter -Frahm
-no Council
 at SJSU.
 
hut members are currently applying 
for admission. 
McIntosh
 
said.  
The 
fraternity was granted club status in 
December.  
Desmond said doll dives were
 
scored on the same criteria as 
human discs: degree of difficulty. 
lack
 
ol 
splash
 
general  artistic im-
pression and accuracy. "We don't 
want Barbie to get a headache or 
anything." 
Contestants Irom the audience 
ascended the wooden ladder and
 
launched either Ken or 
Skipper  into 
a small 
plastic  wading pool below. 
Wooden dowels marked off a safety 
zone to help contestants make preci-
sion tosses and sine their dolls from 
an untimely end. 
Doll  do. mg was open to any-
one who strolled through the
 quad. 
Desmond 
said. As it turned out,  all 
but 
two  of
 the 
contestants 
Wen -
women.
 
The 
judges, McIntosh. frater
 
nity
 brother Ken Outlaw and 
little 
sister
 
(pledge)  Sandy 
Kowalski.  
See DOLLS, back page 
Minority 
obligations  
shifted
 to 
universities
 
ity Paula Ray Christiansen 
Daily staff 
writer 
California is becoming a ina-
airily-minority state and ignoring 
the special needs ol minority stu-
dents  would he "cutting our 
own 
throats.'' 
an
 SJSU educator said.
 
Consuelo  Rodriguez. asso-
ciate dean of educational equity and 
coordinator
 of student affirmative 
action, made the statement in re-
sponse
 to a recent mandate from the 
California
 State 
University  Chan-
cellor's 
Office. 
The 
mandate 
shifts
 the respon-
sibility 
of recruiting 
and educating
 
minority  
students
 from 
individuals
 
to 
universities
 in 
an 
cllon
 to in-
crease 
involvement
 and 
equity  in 
education 
at MU and
 throughout
 
the CSU 
system. 
In meetings
 with 
educational
 
equity  task 
force 
members,.
 Bill 
Honig. state
 superintendent
 of  pub-
lic 
instruction,
 has 
expressed 
con-
cern 
about  the 
broad economic
 and 
social  
implications  
of minority
 re-
cruitment.  
Rodriguez
 said.
 
The 
economic 
status of the . 
state will eventually depend
 on the 
academic excellence 
of
 minority 
groups. Rodriguez said. 
Demographic
 studies indicate 
California is quickly becoming the 
most ethnically diversified state in 
the nation. 
It is projected to 
he the 
first state in which 
minorities  will 
make up the majority,  according
 to 
a report by the National Committee 
on Excellence in 
ErIllk  anon. 
Because 
minorities  are becom-
ing the
 majority in California's 
population, the low success rate ol 
ethnic minorities in post -secondary 
educational institutions could be 
desastating to the state's economy 
in terms of technological advances. 
stated a 
report from the California 
Business
 Roundtable. 
According to the Master 
Plan  
for Higher Education, lomied in 
1960, minorities will make up 52 
percent of the kindergarten through 
12th grade enrollment by the year 
2000. 
The shifts in 
population  be-
come more important an 
terms 01 
economics lOr the over -60. social
-
security -age bracket, 
according
 to a 
study 
conducted  by David
 
Hayes. 
Bautistaof
 the University of 
Cali-
fornia
 at 
Berkeley.  
The study 
showed that the 
white 
male.  over -60 population is 
growing rapidly and $200 million 
will have to he generated by the 
new 
generation
 
of Californians 
to
 
sustain the people who
 will need 
the support of Social Security. 
If half of  the population is loss 
income,
 undereducated minorities. 
supporting
 the over -60 group 
through
 social security supplements 
will not be possible, the study said.
 
And, lithe current trend in mi-
nority drop
-out
 rates is not re-
versed, it could 
cause  California to 
See 
EDUCATION, back
 page. 
can't 
we
s. 'tiering there's 
a slaleHlde 
1110%01110111
 
to 
oppose
 
Proposition  
63.  
Latta,*
 
said
 the 
reso-
lution
 is "the 
least I could 
do."
 
A.S. 
President
 Tom Boothe. n011-1oting 
hoard 
member.
 
said the hoard has the 
right  
to
 
take a 
stand 
on
 the 
minatise.  
"I don't 
belies  
e inappropriate lor 
this
 
body. 
or any
 other 
body
 . to adopt a position on 
matters
 
of public importance... Boothe said. 
-Students  are
 
inters.-  he said, 
"and
 that 
is 
something  that 
is 
too °lien 
overlooked."
 
Board  members  ease 
dillerent
 
reasons  for  
their 
stances
 
on 
the  resolution. 
Joining  Valor in opposition y.as
 
Nandor 
Krause. A S director ol student rights :and re 
ponsihilille.  
Krause
 said the language 01 the 
resolution
 V. as 
%ague.
 
-Alter discussing  it
 a tili 
\11..  1 adao, 
we 
lean) couldn't
 
come
 nut 
terms.- Krause said. 
"and tor 
that
 matter I 
also
 sio. 
S Control
 
lei Gabriel 
Miramontes  a 
non Noting 
member  01 the 
board.  said he sup-
ported 
the 
resolution 
because 
Proposition
 
63 
would
 hiss'
 
a had impact on 
Caloorma  and its 
minoi
 in .inummluiniiis's
 
Ile also
 
said  that 
suing
 on the
 
resolution  
via,
 
Impel-
 he5
 ause 
one  ol the 
board's  Bloc -
nuns
 is to reprem:111  
opinions  
ill
 the student 
hotly.  
"We 
were  elected to 
give 
opinions  on 
how we I eel as 
a 
is
 Miramotues
 said. ' 
It is a proper pia,
 e tor
 
such 
endorsements.
  
Among  the 
approsimately 10 students 
at-
tending the 
income.  new  lion to 
the hoard's po 
sition was
 tat in 
able
 
ety pleased with the 
hoards deo 
Julie 
I iedthe, 
top, a 
freshman
 
marketing
 
major,
 aims a 
doll 
while
 stark 
Jagoo
  a 
senior 
in 
industrial  
technology.
 takes
 the 
plunge
 
himself.  
1./1)/47010M  
It
 it 
rah: 
It). I 
'dirge,
 b, 
yr,/  
Nun
 
it:
 
sion 
to oppose 
(Proposition)  
63;  
said 
Benja-
min 
Torres,  a sophtniire 
human 
development
 
major.
 
. . . we, at the A.S. 
should be representing 
students.' 
 
Scott 
Valor,
 
A.S. director of 
academic  affairs 
"Their
 
decision
 
reflects
 
this state's
 tradi-
tion of 
bilingualism
 and 
hiculturalism.
 and 
its 
high
 regard
 for 
total  
participation
 
of its 
popula-
tion
 
Rec
 Center
 
forestalled
 
by bonfire 
By. 
Scott  
Hamilton  
and David 
Rickard 
Daily staff 
writers
 
Rec Center construction crews are scheduled to arrive 
on campus Mondit, hut no din 
will
 he turned for an addi-
tional  week. 
The reason or the 
construction  delay . if there is one, 
and its cause. depends on who is asked. 
A representative of 
the  Rec ('enter's construction firm 
said 
there  is no delay The 
director
 of 
the Student 
Union - - 
v. hit will oversee the recreation and events center said al -
r 
) 
JJILJ
 
\11 lr="1] 
lowances  were 
made
 
so that
 
homecoming 
:ninnies
 
and  a 
ground-hreaking  
ceremony  can take
 place on the 
site
 
Henry 
Orbach.
 SJSU director of 
Traffic  and Parking 
Operations.
 
contradicted  
both assertions, saying the con-
tractor
 was simply 
unprepared.
 
"In my 
opinion.
 Roehbelen is just not
 ready to go. 
that's all.- he said. 
When 
told a 
homecoming
 bonfire.
 tentatively
 sched-
uled for nest 
Friday  . might he a factor in the delay. 
Orbach
 
said  
 'That isn't it. The bonfire is just smoke,  if 
you'll  par -
See BONFIRE.
 back 
page  
Legan 
addresses  
College
 
Republicans
 
By Dan Kier
 
Daily staff 
writer  
Santa 
Clara
 
County  
Supervisor
 
and
 state 
Senate
 
candidate
 
Tom 
Legan  
stopped
 at 
SJSU
 
in 
his 
campaign 
schedule
 
this 
week  
to 
speak  to 
a 
group  
of students. 
Legan spoke
 to about 25 students 
for 20 
minutes 
before a short question -
and
-answer 
period  Wednesday af-
ternoon in the Student Union 
Guada-
lupe Room. 
During his speech the candidate 
spoke about education, the ''English' 
only''
 initiative. transportation. crimi-
nal rehabilitation, the current makeup 
of the state Legislature and his oppo-
nent in the senate race, Sen. Dan Mc-
C'orquodale. D -San Jose. 
The event 
was  sponsored by the 
College 
Republicans.  
Paul 
Romero. president of 
the  
College 
Republicans,
 said he was
 
pleased
 with the 
turnout
 even though
 
Legan was 
Ill
 
minutes  late due to diffi-
culties with 
an
 airline transfer. 
Legan  told the 
students
 that as a 
businessman  in 
this  county 
he
 saw 
many
 problems 
that needed 
to he ad-
dressed in a 
business -like 
manner.
 
He
 said that as 
a state senator
 he 
would 
like to rearrange
 the state's 
spending 
priorities  
to deal with these 
problems. 
"(The
 
county 
has) 
one 
of the 
most comprehensive
 transportation
 
networks
 in the state."
 said Legan, 
who has served for
 two years as a 
county
 supervisor.
 
As a state senator,
 Legan said he 
would  work on improving 
state trans-
portation 
by making vast 
im-
provements in 
the state highway sys-
tem. 
The candidate spoke
 of the lund-
ing 
he and the hoard  received
 for the 
new main jail 
downtown.  The jail will 
he a 
720 -bed 
high-rise  
complex with 
the latest 
high-tech  security 
measures.  
Legan 
said. 
Legan  said he belies es it is 
im-
portant that the complex 
provides  in-
carceration with dignity. The ultimate 
goal 
of
 the slate 
should  he rehabilita-
tion of the 
criminal.  the candidate 
said. 
Legan
 also said there are several 
closely 
contested  Democratic seats in 
the Senate 
that
 Republicans 
could  con-
trol.
 
The candidate said that by 
the end 
of this election, Republicans might
 
have almost total 
control  of the Senate 
and more importantly the Republicans 
will be able to give support to Gov. 
'Since
 I 
have
 
made
 the 
death 
penalty  
an issue
 (Sen.
 Dan 
McCorquodale)
 has
 
changed
 his
 
position
 
on the
 issue.
 
That's
 
why  
call  him
 'Mr.
 
McSwitch.'
 
 
Tom  
1.egan,
 
county 
supervisor,
 
state Senate 
candidate
 
George Deukmejian. 
During the question -and -answer
 
period he told students that his highest 
priority if elected to office would he 
the state's transportation network. 
The candidate told the students he 
supported
 Proposition 63. the "Eng-
lish -only" initiative. 
He pointed out that English is the 
language of commerce and if any mi-
norities want to get ahead in our econ-
omy. then they need to he fluent in 
English. 
He said the idea of bilingual edu-
cation has been a big mistake. Because 
of it. according to Legan, 
people
 have 
not been encouraged to learn 
English.  
"If you look
 at every minority 
group 
that has amalgamated  
into  our 
society, it 
was  done by 
learning
 Eng-
lish
 and joining the 
main stream. -
I egan said. 
He said,  that as Americans we 
have to put a priority
 on assisting peo-
ple in learning 
English. He then 
re-
ferred to his 
record with the board 
of 
supervisors
 in opposing
 English as a 
second
 language.
 
He said 
that our state 
needs  a sys-
tem of merit 
pay where teachers 
who 
make extra 
efforts
 are paid 
more 
money. A 
new 
system 
of
 teacher 
merit
 
would 
give  experienced
 teachers
 more 
pay
 and keep them 
in the classroom 
for 
a 
longer  time. 
Commenting  on his 
strained
 rela-
tions
 with the other 
supervisors.
 
Legan 
said, 
"there 
has been 
an 
on 
going barrage
 of sniping which is part 
of what I believe 
tube
 the 
worst  part of 
See
 LEGAN back
 page 
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Budget 
cutting
 
hurts public
 schools 
alitormans  
arc  an 
arrogant
 lot *Utley
 like to 
think  that 
then
 
state is No. 1 in everything.
 But 
until  
the
 people of 
this
 
state get
 ready to 
put  their 
money  where 
their  mouths 
are, 
the 
California  public 
education
 system 
runs  the 
risk 
ol
 be-
coming 
second-rate  
Short-term grailfication
 is the name 
of-  the game in Cal-
dorma
 Support  
spreads
 tor
 
budget -rutting
 measures
 just 
like 
w ildt ires 
do every summer 
No one seems 
ill 
notice  the 
measures'
 adverse 
elects until they
 theinselyes 
are al -
Ceded. 
Thus. 
baby boomers
 who saw Propostion
 11 as the 
money 
-say
 mg 
sett...mini  01 
the 
'70% had no 
qualms
 
about 
the harm it did 
to  our 
schools
 until their own children entered 
them 
And it du/ 
harm,  there is no doubt about that 
Teaching 
is 
one
 ol the least 
appreciated  
professuins  in 
all 
M.
 modem 
society
 . The U.S. 
Department  
ol Labor
 
re 
puns that
 the 
average
 
income
 for an 
elementary
 
school
 tea-
cher in 19).15 v.as 
S23.1192. That figure 
was slightly higher 
in ('alifornia.
 his 
tor  
what?
 
Teachers 
serve not only as 
educators
 and 
counselors, 
but essentially
 as habysitters and 
social adjusters as 
well  A 
teacher is 
often  the t irst adult 
figure a child must 
deal  w 011 
outside 
til the 
home 
Ile 
or she
 is responsible for the 
child's
 
attitude 
toward  Imre 
learning,
 not only 
ot
 tact', hut in 
what
 and 
how the child 
will see in the
 world around him. 
Much tif 
the 
teacher's
 work is done outside of 
the 
classroom, 
preparing
 lessons,  grading
 papers and tests,  
at-
tending faculty 
meetings.  meeting with 
parents and taking 
additional 
courses.  There is 
no overtime
 
pa)  
or
 
any  of 
this 
And 
not only is tenure not automatic.
 but 
once
 
obtained,
 it 
does not 
guarantee
 job
 protection
 
Teaching is not
 the only prohlem 
created  by educatio-
nal 
penny  -pinching 
Many extra 
curricular  programs 
such 
as 
sports  and 
mustc
 were axed alter 
Proposition  I passed. 
Some have been
 
restored.
 But 
now
 a new and 
more 
serious
 
problem is 
on 
the
 horizon  
a shortage of school
 
supplies
 
One 
San Jose high school teacher tells the
 story 01 the 
class 
that
 has to share hooks. Texts 
for a college
-prep Eng-
lish 
class 
that were already more 
than
 11) 
years old were in it 
sorry state
 Many 
were warped, some 
yv ere 
held together 
wilttape.
 and others simply had to 
he 
discarded  
When 
Opinion
 
Scott G. 
Hamilton  
class convened this
 year. the 
teacher
 
liquid  she was short
 13 
hooks. Now 
the  students are forced
 to 
share
 
and  
lessons  
that 
could have 
been completed in one week 
now take 
two.  
A science teacher in the usually affluent Cupertino 
school  system  
has a similar 
problem.
 This year and last, stu-
dents in his biology
 and chemistry 
classes
 have been 
forced
 
to supply many 
01 the
 
materials  
lor 
in
-class 
expenments  
themselves. Students unable to afford the cost have had to 
forgo the projects 
or mooch
 off their 
peers  
College
 
might 
he for those with means, but lower levels of education 
shouldn't
 be. 
Perhaps 
more
 disturbing. the Mercury 
News reported 
last week that most schools in 
C'alifornia  are without emer-
gency 
lire sprinkler
 systems "Too costly." 
administrators
 
said. But 
what  
is
 more 
costly  the Sh per square 
foot
 to 
install sprinklers
 in existing buildings or the 
expense
 of lost 
buildings 
and disrupted classes? The Si
-million  fire at Cu-
peninii
 High School on Sept. 12 not only. destroyed the 
school's science 
building,  it put a temporary end to an 
award. w 
inning  educational program. 
Unfortunately  . many people think the solution to the 
system's ills is to 
torget  them and send their children to pri-
vate 
or
 parochial schixils. Enrollment in such 
schools  has 
increased 
dramatically  during the last 10 years. But 
that
 
shouldn't
 be 
necessary  in a state on the cutting edge of tech-
nology,
 which leads the 
world 
in science and 
supplies  many 
of the world's leaders in pi ales.
 business and science. 
Money is the whetstone 
that
 keeps that cutting edge 
sharp. 
and there's 
plenty ol it around. 
New 
fall 
programs
 
lack 
originality 
faking  look
 at this 
season's
 tall 
TV
 
line 
up 
vi 
least 
one thing
 comes to mind Why can't the networks think ot 
any thing 
original? 
It
 you watched the Emmy Ass ads show Sunday night. 
perhaps
 you 
noticed the same
 shiuiu,s  
s 
%A in 
t:at :titer year 
shows like "St. 
Elsewhere...
 "Cagney and
 
l.acey  "The 
Cosby Show,  ," "Cheers'' and "Family Ties  
Whai
 does this tell 
us ' 
With  the ev,eption
 
01 a 
few surprises each 
year like 
"The 
(;olden
 Girls" 
or 
"Moonlighting."  
the net-
works  are struggling to find
 
iiew 
show  s.
 and 
those they
 do 
hind  look
 lust
 like 
old
 shows 
with new characters. 
For 
example.  
NBC has
 a 
new  show 
this season called 
"( 
'rime
 Story . 
"Crime  Story " is "Miami 
Vice' 
' set in 
Chicago  dur-
ing the 
mid -WK. and instead
 nit 
Glenn 
Frey singing 
"Smuggler's  Blues." the background music
 will he made 
up 01 Motown greats 
NBC  is milking "Miami Vice" for 
everything  it's 
worth That isn't much 
Had enough
 cop 
shims ' 
Don't he ridiculous! CRS is 
getting into the spirit
 with 
"Downtown,"
 a show 
ahoin  a Los 
Angeles cop turned
 pa-
role officer.
 And get this twist begets
 stuck with a 
hunch  
44 mist it ex -cons, 
alit ''The A -Team . 
Don't
 count ABC 
out, they've got two 
new 
cop slim% 
this fall. 
" Wart 
of the
 City"
 is about a 
cop  with two 
kids 
he has 
to look out 
for. 
and  "Sledge  
Ilammer"
 is a 
parody
 nil
 
Clint 
Eastwood -type cop 
movies  in the same 
vein 
as
 "Air-
plane!" 
And  Crillith 
is 
also 
coming  hack 
bi
 television this 
fall. 
Guess  w hat he plays? That's right a 
cop.  
II Ron 
How
 
ard comes
 hack 
to play an 
older
 Opie. 
we're all 
going to have to write 
the network and 
complain.  
Speaking
 of coming 
hack 
as
 an 
older  version 
of
 a pre-
vious character.
 have
 you
 seen "The New 
tease it 
to
 Bea-
ver"
 on WEBS' Beaver's hack with 
two 
stupid
 kids 
of
 his 
own. His w 
de
 has len !Inn so he's moved
 
hack 
in with June. 
Feel like
 throw mg up yet"
 
Original ideas are trulv kicking this tall 
Howard HeSseman plays a high school teacher in 
ABC's "Head of the Class," which looks like "Welcome 
Commentary 
IS 
HE
 
"THAT  
MAX 
GUY FROM 
11-IE
 
SOFT
 
DRINK  
COMMERCIAL
 
? 
Len 
Gutman
 
Back Kotter' ' II. 
CBS 
is
 giving us "Better 
Days:.  about
 a white 
basket-
ball player 
from  
New  
York  
trying
 to 
win 
the 
heart  
of
 his 
new
 high 
school  teammate% at a 
predominantly  black Los 
Angeles 
high  school. Remember a 
show a ley, years hack 
called "The White 
Shadow
 
Loni Anderson plays a rich lady who lets two old hums 
moye  in 
with her in NBC's "Easy Street.** This hardly 
sound, like "Down and 
Out in Beverly Hills." does it? 
Is ell cartoons 
on
 Saturday mornings aren't original 
this
 
season
 
Cartoon 
versions of "Teen 
Wolf.  "Ghosthusters"
 
and "Punky Brewster"
 will he aired Saturday 
mornings.  
Also,
 don't
 forget "Pee Wee's Playhouse." starring 
Pee Wee 
Herman.  the real life Howdy Doody, who (sorry to 
spoil your idea of a 
modern
 comic genius) is just not funny. 
Plus
 hold on to your lunch - Saturday mornings 
this fall, kids can watch "Disney's Adventures of the 
Gummi Bears." 
What ever happened to good cartoons like Bugs Bunny 
and 
Scoohy  Don? 
The networks also seem to think they can bring family 
shows to prime time,  
and we'll watch them. 
NBC, "Alf" is at-noun a 
muppet-alien  that moves in 
with a 
ty pical American family. The last thing we need is 
the muppeis .it night
 again. 
This season is lost. 
Let's hope next fall 
the networks 
will bring some young. inventive
 minds to the business. 
Maybe 
we'll  all he smart this fall and instead of falling 
asleep in front of the TV set because
 of boredom, we'll find 
something  more 
productive to do. 
Like 
study?  
WHAT'S 
THIS 
DZSCHAU"
 
KEEP'S
 
MENTIONING?
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Letters to 
the Editor
 
Fraternity claims no fault for car paint 
Editor.
 
In response to a letter dated Sept. 17 ("Delta t 
'lauded' for paint job"). we,  the memhers  of Delia 
l.'
 
psilon  
would  like to apologize to Mr 
Morse,  hut not on 
our
 
be
but on that of the Student Cilium The members of 
Delta Upsilon gladly took upon the task of repainting the 
automatic teller machine building in order to repay the Stu-
dent Union for the 
accidentally broken window. 
We arrived at 
the building at ti a.m., the time at which 
the project 
was to begin. The maintenance mechanics
 fur
 
the Student Union arrived 45 minutes late and were 
unpre-
pared for the task al 
hand. Much care was taken by the 
members 
of
 Delta 
Upsilon  to prevent any 
object other than 
the building to receive the paint. 
However, as anyone who has used a paint roller before 
will
 
know,
 paint 
drops 
are released
 from the roller
 with
 each 
stroke. These drips were carried by the
 wind and onto Mr. 
Morse's
 Porsche.
 Unfortunately,  only three
 drop cloths
 
were
 pros ided to keep the area clear of paint. 
The space that Mr. 
Morse's
 car occupied was binned). 
labeled "Bank 
Vehicle  Only," hut is now an 
employee
 
space. There 
are three spaces for "E" permit holders in that 
particular row, one which is a handicapped space. The Stu-
dent Union mechanics could have recommended that those 
spaces he closed off for the day because of the painting. 
Our goodwill pniject 
was  organized to thank the Stu-
dent
 Union for all ol their 
help
 in the past, and we are 
will-
ing to work 
with the 
Student 
Union  on 
other goodwill
 pro-
tects in the future However, 
we
 are not willing to take 
responsibility  kir the lack of preparedness 
on the pan of the 
Student  Union. 
James  P. 
Burton  
Secretary  
Delta Upsilon Fraternity 
Junior
 
Accounting
 
Robertson
 deserves
 more 
respect
 
Editor. 
On 
Wednesday. the Spartan Daily
 printed an opinion 
authored by 
Janell Hall regarding the 
possibility of Pat Rob-
ertson
 becoming president. Ms. Hall dealt
 with the idea in a 
critical and 
subjective  manner. 
I would like 
io 
provide
 an 
alternative
 argument. 
May I 
first point out  that the
 opinion was written
 in 
such a flippant style
 as to question the veracity
 ot the
 au-
thor. When dealing with a 
subject such as this. I think
 it 
proper to treat it 
with  a Nile more respect. 
Ms. Hall 
quotes  Rohertson as saying that he is 
running
 
for president
 to "combat a flood 
tide  of social problems 
that 
are a direct 
result  
of
 moral decay.'*
 She takes this 
out of 
context and 
states "Okay,
 we're not
 as squeaky clean as he 
is. So 
what.  Who 
ever said we had to 
he."
 God said we 
have  to live up to His 
standards,  not 
Robertson's.
 
Another point that 
Hall expresses is that "there are too 
many religious fanatics in 
this country already." I point to 
the fact that there are too 
many
 liberal humanists in this 
country. What the 
United  States needs is 
someone
 who 
points
 to God,
 not to himself
 or other
 men. 
Hall also 
mentions
 that Robertson 
points  to the idea 
that past 
generations
 have had a 
stronger  faith 
and 
obedi-
ence 
in 
God.
 She 
says these past 
generations
 
have 
"ap-
proved 
of
 slavery
 and nuked Japan." Robertson  never 
stated people of times past were 
perfect and neither do I. It 
is 
impossible  to 
deny that 
some 
of our 
ancestors  did  commit 
terrible 
acts  
or were motivated for the wrong reasons. 
It is a 
fact, 
though,
 
that Americans as a total 
people  and society 
were closer
 
to
 God and more clearly
 
set along the 
lines  of 
His principles. I cite the 
Declaration of Independence. or 
more recently. 
the now -ended observance of prayer
 in 
schools, just
 to name a 
few.
 
And oh yes, thank God we do have the freedom 
to
 vole 
for the
 
candidate
 of our 
choice. 
Tony Maraldo
 
Freshman 
Electrical Engineering 
Letter  
Policy
 
The Spartan Daily 
encourages readers
 to 
write letters for 
publication.  
Deliver them
 to the second
 
floor
 of 
Dwight  
Hemel Hall,
 Room 208, 
or
 to the Student
 Union 
In-
formation Center. 
Letters
 must bear
 the writer'
 s name, 
major.  
phone 
number
 and class 
standing. 
Amerika
 
Stew  
Hintz 
Battle 
cry  
This
 w 
eekcild
 gives
 us cause b, celebrate 
Ihe 
great 
outdoors
 
and the preservation
 01 
wildlife 
as both National
 I lunting and Fishing Day and 
the 25th 
anniversary  of the World 
Wildlife Federation 
.ire observed. 
Man's reliance
 on nature and the importance
 of 
preserving
 his environment 
are issues addressed
 by 
both 
organizations. albeit
 with different 
approaches.
 
We have not
 
been the 
best
 of  
stewards  to the trust 
Mother 
Nature has given 
us. Hunters, I 
ishermen  and 
naturalists 
have noticed 
the wide-open 
spaces holding
 
fewer  critters. 
the clear 
streams
 and lakes 
dying a sliiiv 
death 
from pollution and 
trails ending abruptly
 at har 
bed wire 
and 
"no  trespassing" signs. 
We are in a crisis situation and have
 
been since 
the 
early  part of the century The World 
Wildlife  Fed-
eration
 was 
established  to educate people on the
 con-
trol
 they. have
 
over
 their environment,  
while  
sports-
men.  in self-interest,  have led the fight to 
keep
 public 
lands from development. to maintain the strength
 of 
animal 
populations,
 both
 game
 
and  
non
-game. and 
to
 
protect
 
our
 
waterways.
 
To some,  hunters
 are the only thing wrong 
with  
the 
outdoors.
 
Their
 loud and 
ohnox  IOU, behavior
 and their
 pen 
chant
 tor killing 
anything
 that inoves 
has led many
 
141  
call for the 
abolition  of the 
sport.  
In 
soine 
hunters'  
eyes. 
consery  anon
 groups 
are 
but droves
 of ignorant. liberal city slickers
 who de-
serve to be 
shot  for their un-American
 behavior. 
It 
seems  soinevvhat  
ironic, 
then, 
that
 both of 
these  
groups
 are celebrating on the same
 day. However, 
close
 observation
 of the situation
 will  
reveal  very little 
irony 
and,
 
instead.
 the need 
for both sides to 
unite 
to 
preserve
 an 
endangered 
species,  the 
planet  Earth. 
Most
 of the 
threats
 lil vs
 !Wilk!. in general, affect 
hunters
 in 
user)  specific
 way 
The Department
 of the 
Interior  was  prevented 
Inuit 
authorizing  
mining  in 
a 
wilderness
 area by the 
protests
 of 
both
 sportsmen's
 
and  conservation 
groups  
Hunters
 have
 led the way 
in
 providing
 informa-
tion
 
on poachers. those
 who
 take 
animals
 either out of 
season
 or 
those  on the endangered list.
 Actions such as 
these
 
benefit  
those
 
involved  
and mankind in general. 
Unfortunately,
 sportsmen
 and 
conservationists  
seldom
 see 
themselves  on the 
same
 side 
of
 the fence 
and 
this
 can 
he destructive to the 
preservation
 of wild-
life 
and 
the 
sportsmen's
 rights 10 take
 game. Until a 
compromise
 
is worked
 out. the future of animal
 life 
is 
put
 in 
further  
peril  
Hunting
 
and  fishing is a way of
 life 
for many and 
away of sustenance for a few. The tradition embodies 
hundreds
 
of thousands of years 
of instinct, hundreds 
of 
years  
of 
legislation
 
and many 
hours of 
fond mem-
ones.
 
To 
ask 
that all of that he 
abandoned
 for the pres-
ervation
 of individual critters is 
ludicrous
 and begs at  
the 
question  
of how to preserve 
species. 
The legislation already accounts 
for the carrying 
capacity
 of the land 
and the 
impact  
taking  of game 
would have on 
the  local 
population. 
Deer,
 for example,  have 
survived
 and flourished 
under
 
hunting pressure,
 as 
long
 as 
that  
pressure  
has 
been
 kepi to reasonable levels.
 
Where  a specific species or 
population  of game is 
threatened,
 the cessation
 of 
hunting  
pressure has al-
lowed that species to make 
a reasonable comeback. 
Wildlife groups must learn
 to tolerate sportsmen 
and 
accept
 their way of 
life.  
Sportsmen.
 on the other hand,
 should support 
wildlife  
groups  and use their 
resources  to assist
 in set-
ting aside
 more land for public
 use, 
toughening  the 
laws protecting the 
environment  and being less of an 
antagonistic
 force to some 
conservation  groups. 
The 
threat  to our wildlife
 is a real one, hut
 united 
sportsmen's
 
groups and 
conservationists
 can
 preserve 
nature 
in 
America.  
Stew
 Hintz is the
 
assistant
 
news 
editor.
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House
 
approves  
landmark
 
income-tax
 
bill  
Vr 
ASHING  FON
 
(Al') The 
House
 of 
Representatives  
voted 
292-
136 
yesterday
 for 
landmark  legislation 
that 
would
 
change  the way
 most 
Americans
 pay 
their 
income  
taxes  
while
 shifting a 
big share 
of
 the burden
 
to 
corporations.
 
The hill was
 
hailed  as the most 
thorough
 
income-tax  revision 
ever. 
The 
political
 breakdown: 176
 Demo-
crats
 and
 
116  
Republicans
 voted 
yes:  
74 
Democrats
 and 
62 Republicans
 
voted  
no.  
with  many 
of them 
express-
ing 
concern  about
 the hill's
 
impact  on 
an 
economy
 plagued by sluggish 
growth.
 
The margin 
ol
 s ictory for the 
measure 
was  more 
overwhelming
 than 
even
 its staunchest
 supporters
 had pre-
dicted.
 
Some
 had
 
forecast
 it 
would 
pass
 by 30 
to
 50 
votes.  
Final 
Senate
 approval is 
expected  
by 
the  end of 
next
 week,
 
and the 
legis-
lation
 
would
 then he sent to President 
Reagan  for his 
signature. Officials 
have
 indicated the 
president  tentatively 
plans a 
ceremonial
 signing, 
likely  the 
week 01 
Oct.  
5 That would mark the 
end
 
ol
 a two-year
 light lor an 
issue that 
Reagan
 put 
at the 
top of his second -
term 
agenda.
 
White House 
spokesman
 Larry 
Speakes said 
Reagan 
"welcomes
 
(yes-
terday's) vote by the 
House." 
"The country
 
is now 
only
 one 
vote 
away
 in the Senate front enacting 
the president's 
number  one domestic 
priority - a tax system that will pro-
mote economic
 
growth,
 
simplify  tax 
returns 
for the vast 
majority  
of Ameri-
cans, return the code to a promise of 
fairness and equity. and most impor-
tant of all, reduce rates for most Amer-
icans." 
Speakes
 said. 
Rep. Dan Rostenkowski,
 D
-III..  
chief author
 ol the 
bill.  said, 
"We  
are 
going to let the American 
people  know 
that their legislative process is work-
ing. that when they request of their
 
leaders in 
Washington
 a 
change. that 
we
 respond... 
The legislation,  
he added, 
re-
sponds
 to a 
public 
demand
 "that the 
family 
down the street 
or the 
corpora-
tion 
across
 
town
 can't heat the system
 
any 
longer."  
"We 
must not pass up 
this his-
toric
 opportunity
 to 
make
 a 
contribu-
tion 
to 
those
 elements
 
of
 
the American  
economy
 
that 
has  e long
 
been
 ne-
glected:
 the working poor, 
the 
land% . 
labor
 and capital."
 said 
Rep.
 Jack F. 
Kemp.  
RN Y. 
'This  
is 
the 
most
 
sweeping
 lax-
reloi 
in legislation
 in the 
histin  v 
 his 
nation...
 Speaker Thomas 
P.ii
 
ill, 
D -Mass . said 
in closing the  debate 
"If 
we
 pass this
 hill. the 99th Con-
gress will assUille a 
special  place in the 
history ol this country.''
 
Within moments of the hill's pas-
sage.  
Rostenkowski  strode 
to 
his
 of-
fice and 
hanged  a "Gone 
Fishin'' sign 
on 
the door. 
The bill 
would  
cut  
individual
 and 
corporate
 
tax  rates 
deeply  
and
 elimi-
nate or 
reduce several 
deductions
 
and 
exclusions, 
including 
those
 for 
Indi-
% 
idual
 Retirement.  
Individual  taxes 
would
 he cut about 6.1 percent -- less 
than $4 a week - and more than 
million 
working  
poor
 
would
 he 
dropped from the 
tax 
rolls  Several
 
million couples and Mills
 'duals 
would
 
face tax increases 
Oyer the next five 
years.  
corpora-
tions
 
would  
pay  a $ I
 211 -billion
 
greater  
share
 ol 
the lax
 burden
 
and  
btoine,s 
would lose a major incentise lor rob -
creating  ins estments changes that 
worr%  
some
 
lawmakers
 and econo-
mists  
Members  
ot both parties 
spoke
 
against the measure expressing 
tears 
that it 
would  damage
 
an
 
alread
 
sluggish
 economy . 
impose
 
another
 
Doomsday
 
testing
 
delayed
 in Southland
 forest 
LOS ANGELES (Al')
 
Downpours
 postponed 
plans
 for an 
intentionally
 set. 600 -acre 
tire
 in the 
Angeles
 National
 
Forest 
10
 xl 
abs 
the 
Oleos
 
ill  
"nuclear winter,"
 offi-
Cials 
said 
Se.ierdo  
Nearly  two 
inches  of rain 
fell
 at 
the 
Civic Center 
on Wednesday
 and 
early yesterday.
 Four or 
five 
days
 of 
dry 
weather  will now 
he
 needed be-
fore the burn 
can  take place. 
said
 
Bob Swinford
 ol the 
U.S. Forest 
Service. 
The test Is ,1111011e a series being 
conducted 
11011dStilikt 
i 
liii 
ire ex-
pected
 Or
 
ris 
d d 
significant  impact
 
on 
the 
%revs,  01
 the Inited States and 
other nations about the ability to sur-
vive a nuclear holocaust. 
The 
nuclear  vs inter
 theory sug-
gests that
 tires ignited by a thermo-
nuclear war in 
cities and forests 
The  effect might 
vt,  el I he to blot 
out the sun and 
cause 
temperatures
 
to 
drip  by
 .1s 
Mule
 h 
is
 
75 degrees. 
according  to the 
theory 
The  lack 
of 
sunlight and cold 
temperatures.
 
the 
theory contends,
 
would
 yause crops 
to fail and lead to stars:ilium 
The Delense Nuclear
 Agency 
and 
researchers 
vs ill 
monitor  plumes  
of smoke rising from a I square -
mile 
fire  in Angeles
 
National  Forest.
 
30 miles 
northeast
 ol 
doss  mown
 Los 
Angeles 
in the mountains north of 
San 
Dimas.  Six 
planes
 and in 
ti 
hell
-
copiers will gather data 1rom the air. 
The
 fire already vs as planned as 
a 
controlled  burn
 
by Ow I
 S 
Forest 
Service to 
clear  
out I 2Loot stands
 
or 
would
 hurl s 
ast  clouds 01 
smoke,  
dead
 brush 
in 
an that has nof
 
soot
 and
 
debris 
high
 into 
the anno- been burned  
sn
 
at: the 
19Ni
 
sphere
 that 
wouldn't
 
he
 
washed
 out
 
Johnstone 
Peak
 
Iviiishine 
hy rainstorms. 
The 
Lodi (My
 
on
 
project
 re-
gion of the planned 6011 -acre burn. a 
1.000 acre area
 at the 
3.200-lipt  
[cwt.
 
w ;is 
soaked  by 
the  unseasona-
ble rainstorm that 
miry ed through
 
Southern
 
L'aliforma
 on Wednesday 
'We need  some
 
drying
 
lbw, 
probably
 
tour  
or
 Iixi'
 
rhos,
 e, tat 
the 
earliest ix tssihle 
on luesday 
or 
SVk In
 
lord
 
sald. 
it 
depends
 on the weather It will 
take lOur or five days 01 dry weather 
and sunshine... 
In 
addition to scientists
 
mon-
nonng 
the  smoky
 
plumes.
 220 
I 
ire -
fighters !rum the
 
U.S. 
Forest
 'ICUS-
ICC. 
1.0 S 
Angeles 
County 
,ind the
 
stale
 Department
 ol Forest 
vi iv 
ill 
ring 
the perimeter of the 
area
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U.S., other nations
 may join 
to combat drug 
trafficking 
WASHINGTON
 (AP) 
Attor-
ney 
General  Edwin 
Meese  said yester-
day the 
United States is 
discussing 
with 
other 
countries the 
possibility
 01 
conducting  joint 
drug -eradication
 ven-
tures similar  to  the 
operation  now.  
under
 way 
in Bully ia 
Nicest.. 
meeting 
with  reporters 
to 
discuss  
administration  
efforts
 to stop 
drug  
trallicking
 
internationally  
and 
within
 U.S. 
borders,  
was asked
 
whether the 
much -publicized
 Opera-
tion Blast
 Furnace  
operation.  
targeting  
clandestine
 cocaine
 laboratories
 in the 
bungles 
of Bolls ia. was a 
one
-of -a -
kind 
campaign  that would 
not  
he
 re-
peated. 
The 
Bolts  
tin
 
operation
 
has  de-
stroyed 15 cocaine
-processing
 facili-
ties and 
uncovered  23 large storage 
Was.
 As a result, the market for coca 
leaves 
has  been 
signo
 11 
antis 
de-
pressed,
 
taking the prol it 
out  01 
coca  
production.  Justice 
Department
 offi-
cials 
have
 said 
In other 
de 
\ 
emerday:
 
 President 
Reagan  said he and 
his 
wile. Naiwy .
 vs 
ill Beet 
Oct. 6-7 
here 
with 
group
 itt :American 
ambas-
sadors 
to other
 
nations  to 
"discuss
 
how  we can 
mobilize  an 
international  
commitment  to 
vy in the war 
against il-
legal 
drug 
use...  
Reagan
 said the 
meeting 
voiuld 
he 
attended
 
by
 "our ambassadrws
 
from  
those
 countries
 which 
face intrior
 drug 
production.
 
consumption.
 and trans 
portation
 problems." 
He 
discussed  it 
in 
more 
detail  in 
a speech 
to the 
Na 
tional
 
Fraternal  
Congress.  
an 
orcanii,1
 
lion 
of
 groups 
engaged in 
olunteen.  
vs ork
 
hurden
 
on 
the  middle 
, 
lass
 
it
 
destroy  
hohs
 in 
their
 
districts.
 
The 
legislation.
 said Rep. Bill 
Freniel.
 R
-Minn.,
 will 
hurt 
economic  
growth.
 
sayings, joh
 creation.  exports. 
U.S. 
compe  
tit  is e ness, housing,
 
educa-
tion
 and
 
charity
 . 
Rep. Bill 
Archer. 
R -Texas. 
added.  
"There  is both
 good and 
had in 
this bill.
 The 
risks  
associated
 with
 the 
had 
outweigh
 
hoped
-for
 benefits  ol the 
good  . " 
Archer  tried 
to
 have the 
hill  sent 
hack
 to 
the
 Senate  and 
House 
negotia-
tors 
who  
produced
 
the final compro-
mise  -
 a move  
that probably 
would  
base
 killed 
it.  lie was
 defeated.
 268-
160.
 
"This 
hill  poses no 
threat to 
the  
economy
 ." 
Rostenkowski
 told the 
House
 
"About
 
the only. people
 I 
haven't
 heard 
from
 
are 
those  
people
 
this 
hill  
does 
the  
most
 'Or
 
low- 
and 
middle
-income 
lanid les
 . They 
are the
 
men  
and 
women  to 
whom
 we must 
make
 
our case, no 
matter  which way, 
we 
vote.''
 
"The loss 
ill tax provisions 
lay  or -
mg 
capital  
income
 may lead to a 
de-
cline  in 
inyestment
 as 
farmers
 and 
sinall
 
businessmen
 choose 
to
 repair, 
rafhei 
than  
in 
replace
 equipment  and 
build new 
plants.-
 said Rep FAlw aid 
Madigan.
 echoing economist, 
who 
testified  hefore a congressional
 
panel.  
Sponsors 
said
 the lower  corporate
 
rates and generous 
depreciation  system 
in the 
hill
 would 
he
 
sufficient 
incentive  
for 
business  to invest. Anti -tax 
shelter 
tenures
 
would  tree liir 
productive
 Use 
inotte.v
 that now is 
inyested  
to 
avoid  
lax 
rather
 than turn a 
profit, 
hackers
 
say  
Opponents  
had  
other 
problems
 
with 
the hill Some 
were concerned 
that while
 helping the poor
 and the 
rich,
 it would 
discriminate  
against
 
middle
-income I:1111111es
 by restricting 
some 
pri/e 
deductions.
 
Others were
 upset that home
-state 
industries  
would  lose 
specific
 
tax 
breaks.
 
But 
most  
members of Congress 
apparently
 agreed with 
Rerigans as-
sessment
 that 
"this 
historic
 
legislation
 
will 
achieve a 
number of 
major re -
limns that 
are 
important
 to the 
health 
of 
our  economic
 and 
pmtluiusal 
sys-
WM.   
The final compromise
 is 
based
 on 
the 
principle  that 
Reagan  adv ocated
 in 
a 
message
 lis
 
Congress  
Ill 
\ la\ 
1985 
lovs
 
tali,
 
mu 
ti,e1. 
Doll%  
Big  
budget  
package 
gains 
acceptance
 
WASIIINt
 t 
Ii 
r$ 
(AN 
The 
I louse moyed  yesterday toward 
appro.
 
v til 5567
 billion in spending
 
author-
ity lor lederal agencies in the new bud-
get year,  the 
largest  sum ever 
crammed into a single money hill. 
Working under the threat of a 
%en,  hv 
President
 Reagan. 
members
 
of 
the IL Rise V/ rapped virtuall% every 
taco 
ot
 
goy  
ernment
 
spending  
tor 
the 
new fiscal year start ing (let. I into a 
into a single. giant package. 
The reason 
lor this is that 
Con-
gress. with 
only  a week to go 
before  
the current year 
runs  out. has tailed to 
compete action on ;ifly, of 13 regular 
appropriations
 hills
 needed 
burr 
goyern-
mein 
operations.
 
Without authority to spend their 
allotments  ol funds. federal agencies 
could 
he
 lorced to 
close  
down
 
Oct.
 I. 
the 
first  day ol fiscal 
1987.
 
But House passage ol the 
bill 
would only start a 
three-way stuggle 
with
 the Republican -led Senate 
and 
vs
 
oh 
Reagan.  whir alresn4 has threat-
ened 
to
 veto the measure because he 
dislikes the prtorities established on 
military y CfSUS SOC 'al spending. 
So 
lar, only the 
spending
 
total of 
$567
 
billion for the 
entire  package 
has  
been .hireed 
upon.  without 
accord  on 
the 
specifics
 
Stay irig vv ithin 
the 
total,  
and 
reach tie the 
expected  
compromise
 on 
the
 
s tiiiipaniori
 del 
isit
 
reduction 
l.ituvnnnalready
 passed 
by the House 
and 
Senate,
 would help 
meet  the 
Gramm-
Rudman 
law 's red
-ink limit 
of $154 
billion. 
Within  the
 
S567' billion  total, the 
measure 
know  
n as the "continuing 
resolution"  
sets spending and 
policy 
priorities  !Or 
domestic
 and military. 
programs
 
uti,uriv 
uI which
 the Rea-
gan 
administration
 sav s it 
can't  
accept.
 
Chief among 
the administration
 
The 
Associated  Students 
Leisure  
Services  
will have sign-ups for intra-
mural I ti -side basketball and inner -
tube -w ater 
polo  between 
8 a.m. and 5 
iii. Monday in the
 
A. 
S.
 I.eisure 
Sery ices office 
next to the Spartan 
Pub, 
Sign-ups  
will
 continue
 through 
Oct. 
13. Call 
277-2858  for 
informa-
tion. 
 
The 
Drama  
Department
 will hold
 
a free Tai
 Chi class every 
Friday, start-
ing
 at 8:30 a.m. today
 in the Studio 
Theatre.
 Call Allaire
 Paterson 
at 277-
3190
 
for 
information.
 
The Marketing
 Club will hold a 
Junk
 Day fundraiser
 all day 
Saturday.
 
Sign-up for junk 
pick-up in the Busi-
ness 
Classrooms,
 
Room 208. 
or
 come 
out 
and 
help
 sell at the
 Capitol 
Flea  
Market.
 Call 
Sara  
Chadwick
 at 
238-
3708
 for 
information.
 
 
Outspoken  will 
hold
 a fundraiser. 
"Politics
 
of the 
'80s/Music 
of
 the 
'60s'
 at
 
8 p.m. Saturday 
at 822 Sec-
ond 
Si 
Call 
Marlene
 
Blithe 
Godwin  at 
LSAT 
E 
KAPLAN
 
aL 
STAKLETH
 KAPLAN 
EDUCATIONAL  
GENIE/31.EL 
The 
world's  
leading  
test 
prep 
organization.
 
ENROLLING
 NOW 
Vlsit us  
at
 our center
 
.300 Hamilton
 Ave 
, Palo Atto,  
CA 
94301
 
Or 
call
 as days. 
evenings  or 
even 
weekends
 
(Sir phone nurnber
 
(415)
 
327-0841  
Spartaguide
 
280-7627
 tor 
inlormation
 
 
Continuing
 Education 
will have 
an International
 Programs
 meeting 
from
 noon to 1 p.m. 
Monday in the 
Student
 Union  
Almaden
 Rixim.
 
Call 
Julie Rosier  at 
277-3781  
kir informa-
tion. 
 
The Student
 Health 
Advisory  
Committee will hold 
its regular meet-
ing on 
from  
I:111
 
p 
DI
 
inn
 2'10
 p.m 
Mondav  
in the 
Ilealth 
Building.
 Room 
208
 
(',1110scrii  Battle
 at 277-3226
 for 
information. 
 
Ellen linino
 sv ill discuss Cambo-
dian refugees and
 
show  
her
 film on 
Cambodian health problems at 7 p.m. 
Montlii.k
 in 
the Instructional 
Resource  
Center, 
Room 302. The lecture 
is 
sponsored
 by the Anthropology De-
partment. Call J. Freeman at 277-2533 
for 
inhumation
 
Be a
 
Bright Student 
with 
MINI 
BOOK
 
LITES
 
!lattery 
Pack
 and 
A C 
Converter  
included
 
The Impulse Enterprises 
Quality Products 
Guaranteed!  
1130
 
Raposa  
Court  
San Jose,
 CA 95121-2543 
$495
 
EACH 
Regularly Sold 
at $29.951 
Please  send
 me the following quantities of the
 Mini Rook  ide 
Deluxe 
item 
No 10018   
u 
$4 95 
each
 (plus 7°
 
sales 
taxi 
Name
  
Address
  
City  
Slate 
Telephone 
Number
 I 
 7ip 
problems
 (ire 
issues 
(il  leeting 
the Pen-
tagon  and 1 oreign 
at lairs. 
White  Ilouse 
Budget
 Din cc 
turn
 
lames 
C. Miller III
 said the least
 mili-
tary 
spending  the 
president  1.1Mill
 ac-
cept
 was the 
$292
 hubbumurn 
II the Sen-
ate's 
pending
 version
 of the 
hill.  
The 
House  bill 
only 
includes
 
$285
 
billion
 
The 
House  has 
included 
five 
maim
 prov 
isions
 
it 
passed  earlier in its 
Only the spending 
total of $567 billion 
for entire 
package  has 
been approved. 
defense 
hill. which would: 
 Freeze spending on "Star 
Wars" research. 
 Continue
 a ban on final -stage 
tests ol anti -satellite 
weapons
 
 Ban for
 one year . starting Jan. 
I. almost all 
I. S. Illideaf weapons 
tests.
 as 
101111 
ON
 the 
'Ii 
iv
 
lets 
continue  to 
observe
 their sell
-imposed  test  ban. 
 Block 
production
 
01 chemical 
vyetipons. which is scheduled to start in 
fiscal 1987 for the first time since 
I 
969.
 
 
Require
 cont Mlle(' adherence 
to
 
the 
SAI.T  II nuclear treaty hy banning 
spending  on any 
Weapons  
which  
would pill the S 
over the numerical 
sublimity.  
of %ai Ion. types ot 
weapons
 
in the 
treats 
None of these
 live 
pros 
'mons
 is 
part ol the 
Senate's  
version 
01 the hill. 
and  Reaean
 has it:neatened 
on several 
occasions to 
veto hill which con-
tains 
the
 
I 
itnise
 prohibitions
 
NASA
 
unveils  
space plan
 
V  
- 
NASA 
officials  unveiled
 a new 
plan 
on 
yes-
terday that would require
 17 space 
shuttle
 
flights
 to 
assemble  a space sta-
tion, 
beginning in 
1993
 and 
finishing 
in 1994. 
The new design 
uses four pressur-
i/ed chambers to 
connect  
the station's
 
lising quarters with laboratories and 
other  
mixfules.
 
As 
he
 presented the design
 to 
Congress.
 Administrator James
 C. 
Fletcher also outlined
 a new manage-
ment plan that 
would  keep all station 
production work dealing 
with the 
inanned aspects of the station 
in 
Hous-
ton.
 
Te5ds congressmen had 
been  up 
in 
arms
 over
 the 
previous
 proposal that 
would
 
hiss- 
shifted 
about 
1.900  
pro-
spective lobs
 from 
Houston  
to the 
\lash:ill
 
Space  Flight
 
Center
 in Hunt-
sville.
 Ala. 
Their protests
 caused 
Fletcher 
to
 put the program
 on hold for 
90 days lor a rev mew. 
"We
 are not 
translerring  
work  
from one 
center
 to 
another." 
said An-
drew
 
J. 
Stolan,
 the 
newly
 
appointed  
chief ol 
the space 
station 
program.  
"All
 testing for 
the  manned 
system
 
will be done 
at
 the Johnson 
Space  Cen-
ter... 
Four NASA 
centers,  including 
the 
one in Texas,  
are  in charge  of 
va-
rious
 "work packages." 
that will he 
parceled
 
out to 
eontractors
 The
 old 
management
 systeill would have re-
quired shipping
 pans manufactured
 by 
one center's 
contractor  for 
completion  
or testing by 
another. 
The  savings. 
Fletcher
 said, might 
amount to 
5200 million
 to 53(51) 
mil-
lion and
 considerable time. 
He said the new 
design will not 
add 
much to the 
cost  of
 the station 
hut 
said 
he cannot 
promise
 now that the 
cost will he held 
to
 the original plan. 
"We are going 
tithe
 able to build 
some major
 portion if not all for $8 bil-
lion." 
Fletcher  said. "If it turns out 
we 
need $10 billion.
 we 
may ask you 
to 
support
 us 
rill null giving to come
 
back :Intl 
say we
 
can  do it for $it billion 
when it vs III 
be 
$10 billion." 
The four "resource 
nodes"  will 
house 
siihsy  
stems  required  
tor control 
ol the space station.
 Those subsystems
 
formerly 
were  outside the station 
and 
would  
hav e needed 
space  NA,. lor as-
sembly and imaintenance The design 
al
 so 
will  
proy  ide more r041111
 
iii the Sta-
tion's  living quarters and 
laboratory.  
NASA plans  
to issue 
preliminary  
requests
 tor 
construction
 proposals 
I rom contractors
 in November. and 
Fletcher  said he 
expects the first man-
ulacturing
 to start next summer. 
'Mc living quarters, called a 

 
'habitation  
Would he put in 
place on 
the seyenth or eighth shuttle 
flight and
 the station could 
then
 be 
manned. 
Fletcher said. 
"If we have eight nights a year 
and start in early 
1993,  we will Finish 
late in 1994." 
he said. It is expected 
crews
 of four 
will  stay aboard the sta-
tion 
lor 911 day at a time. Ii will re-
quire  eight flights a 
year
 to keep per-
sonnel in the station permanently. 
Astronauts had criticized 
the ear-
lier space 
station concept because its 
construction would require almost 700 
hours or space walking 
10.5% 
to 15% 
It 
11% 
are I,. Num: /9%
 A, 21% 
ontere, 
or 
Mosterconl. siren WI. don't 
have
 to! 
Gordon  Douglas
 
Marketing
 
has  rewarv hest 
thousands
 
oh 
hanks
 and 
say ines and 
loans in the United Sines  uhich offer very 
low 
inIcrevt
 rates lot etampic. I0.5% to 
1511,
 interest, plus 
those  that otter free hank cards For this 
cimiprehensive 
report nt Isef KM hanks
 and S 
& L.
 send
 SIR 95
 
to:
 
Gardow/Dotigho iarketing 
2554 1.incoln Blvd . Suite 46. Marina del 
RI,  
t 
24-Hour 
1:115 
9600 
MULTIPLY  YOUR
 
EMPLOYMENT
 
OPPORTUNITIES
 
Copy
 
your  resume at Kinko's.
 
A lot 
of 
companies  
would like to know 
about you, and our low prices on 
quality 
copies
 will help you
 reach 
them.  
kinkois 
Open early. Open late. Open weekends.
 
295-4336
 
OPEN 6 DAYS 
310 Third St 
(across from McDonald S) 
295.5511 
OPEN 
24
 HOURS 
481 E. San 
Carlos
 St. 
(between
 lOth& 11th) 
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Beach
 Street 
Revival
 
41 I si 
1.1 
"140X1MillinilAr
 
40.1111.11% ser 
-r 
Celebration
 
cruises
 
hot -rod 
era 
14 Oscar 
Guerra 
Daily 
stall  
writer 
N4
 
,:k
 hop. a Miss 
Beach  and Bikini 
Contest  and a 
'50s
 and '60s 
car  parade cele-
brated 
Mc 
era  
ml boss 
hot  rods 
and endless
 
cruising on hoi
 summer nights 
di
 the Ninth An-
nual Beach Street  kit it
 al in Santa Cm, this
 
past weekend 
What started as a friendly gather ingot 
friends
 
on the Santa Cm, boardwalk 
m 
0177
 
turned 
into
 
one
 
ol
 the 
best
 showcases
 
on
 
the 
West
 Coast
 for 
nostalgic
 
automobiles,  
said  
Dan  
Knoll, a member
 ol the res isaEs board ol
 
di 
MAWS. 
Al the sock hop. the crowd donned their 
hobby socks and blue leans and showed they 
could twist and shout to the sounds ot the 
Joe 
Sharmo Band on Friday night. 
The Miss Beach :mil Bikini Contest 
showed
 off 
some
 
of the current beauties oh
 the 
lviii 
ii 
is 
alk to an enthusiastic  
crowd
 
iii 
onlook-
ers .11 San 
Loren"'  Park 
on 
Saturday  'Die biki-
nis. though.
 weren't evactly !row
 
a past era 
The focus 
'dulled  to the 
cars 
sunday
 
morning when the  Beach Street Parade. 
lemming
 
almost  all 
the cars from the 
shim  
cruised  down 
the  
lamous
 
thoroughfare
 
More than 400 
pre- 
1970  
autos. a 
brilliant
 
sun 
mill:tidying
 their 
colors. were 
spruced 
up 
fOr
 their weekend  in the spotlight
 
An
 es pen menial c C111 added 
this  year 
was the Nostalgia Ammon_  in which 
10
 
oldies 
were auctioned [ill to the 
highest  hid 
tiers
 
The gems
 ol the auction included a root 
beer -colored 1934 Ford four
-door  sedan, which 
had a 
loss
 hid of $28.000
 
and 
a 1931 Ford ca-
nary -yellow
 
Model -A. 
complete  with rumble 
seat, 
which  had a 
low 
standard  of 
$10.000.  
Some
 ol the proceeds from
 
the $35 entry 
lee to 
the car show will go 
to benefit a multiple 
sclenists  
organitat  ion and the Boy Scouts. 
Knoll
 said 
The outstanding rod ol the show, and an 
apropos
 sy 
mbol
 [it
 the whole
 
',sent.
 had to be 
the -Heavenly Ilanuner," 
)ellimand-
flames Mercury w ith the root chopped down so 
much you could barely fit a double cheesebur-
ger 
cklih the 
\kirks  
through
 the w 
indite.
 
11.7" 
 ',6>fthilki 
- 
, ittur out( 
alb 
Anne Spandau, top, a 
senior at SiSt 
admires a '55 
Thunderbird at the 
car shoo. Hot rods. 
center, cruise 
Beach  
Street past the 
boardualk..lohn  
111  'Hon and
 .%Ilison 
Kelliher, bottom, 
ist  at a sock hop in 
the Coconut Crove's 
ballroom. 
Photos
 by 
Steve  
Alden 
`Freds' group 
fights back 
IA 
AN( It
 (API 
A Fred
 
indeed 
is a 
Fred  in 
need.  
say
 s Fred
 So-
ciety 
founder 
Fred 
Daniel.  
You 
see. in an 
ocean 
ol 
Roberts.  
Michaels  
and 
Jelfreys.  
the
 name 
Fred 
stands  
out  like 
the  
Creature
 from 
the 
Black  
Lagoon
 .it 
the 
manicurist
 
And  
television  
hasn't  
helped  the 
problem.
 On the 
tube. 
Fred  has 
been a 
cartoon  
caveman.
 a 
detective's
 
parrot.
 
a 
bumbling
 
shipping
 
clerk  a 
tast.talk-
ing 
stereo
 
salesman.
 it Inv 
and a 
chimp.
 
William
 Shakespeare. though
 no 
stranger
 to the 
name.  vyas not 
hest 
friends
 with it either 
he used Fred 
only
 five times 
in
 his complete
 works. 
In 
schoolyank
 across the coun-
try, we are teasingly
 called Derr. 
Freddy  the 
Freeloader  and 
Fred
 
Flintstone.
 
But
 less 
remeintier  the 
first names
 
of composer 
Chopin. 
scientist  Madam 
Curie's
 
husband 
or 
political
 
philo-
sopher 
Engels.
 Or that 
guitarist  Fred-
die 
King 
wrote  the 
blues 
classic,  
"Hide
 
Away."
 
SO 
Daniel.
 .14, at war 
cult
 a neg-
ative 
public  image.
 formed an 
orgam-
/Akin  
devoted to Fred. the
 
whole  
Fred:
 and nothing  
hut the Fred. 
Mis-
sion: 
To
 make Fred a name to 
he proud 
of. 
"The  idea 
behind  the 
Fred  So-
ciety 
is 
to improve  the 
connotations  
people 
have."  Daniel 
said.
 "To gel 
them off the 
caveman -nerd 
image.''  
Daniel says
 he has an army
 of 1.-
000 card-carrying
 Freds with
 troops in 
such  unlikely
 bastions 
of
 Fredness 
as
 
Australia. New
 Zealand and 
England.  
where 
Fred Basset is a popular comic 
strip  
hound.
 
The 
national  
headquarters
 
01 the 
3
-year -old club, 
which requires
 no 
membership 
lee,
 is Palm Desert. near 
Palm 
Springs 
When  not 
promoting 
Fredship. 
Daniel is 
a tree
-lance
 
graphic  
artist.  
He
 has found anti-Fredism 
in un-
likely
 places. 
Bicyclists  refer to 
slow. 
weekend
 hikers as Freds 
and, he says. 
some have
 even had T-shirts 
printed 
proclaiming 
No
 Reds. 
Company
 popping up in advertising 
LOS
 
1 1.ES (AP) 
'rink 
CO topple and pickups
 pop up in 
this
 
compans 's 
ads.
 
1nteriistial 
Communications
 
Inc 
. 
based  in Los Angeles, is 
an 
old 
pro
 al pop-up 
principles.  
As the world's
 
largest 
creator
 
and 
producer
 of pop-up hooks,
 it 
seemed 
only
 logical the company
 
would he behind
 the most eye-catch-
ing  pop -tip ads 
used in magatines
 in 
the last two years. 
One. for 
Transamerica.  ap-
peared Sept K in 
Time Magatine. 
Another.  tor the Hodge
 Dakota 
pickup truck appeared last
 week in 
Sports 
Illustrated.  
4, up 
ad
 can 
COS1
 
.111 
,tdser-
Ussr li HIM, as 
much
 as s'Imven-
tional ad. but Inters 'stud 
Chairman 
Waldo I lunt believes  
it
 is vidmh
 
People
 lust 
don't  show
 print ails 
to 
others
 
'unless
 it's Volkswagen
 
dd., 
limn 
the  
he 
said
 1)111 
pop-up ads 
are dillerent People
 
"keep 
the 
run
 longer and save them as 
collectors  items. 
They even have 
play s attic " 
Inter% 
isual.  a $13 million a year 
company  . produces 
hand -assembled 
pop-up hooks 
in 17 
languages
 
to 
17 
countries 
Adweek  magatine 
has 
called 
Ilunt "king of the 
pop -ups. 
More
 than 20 years  ago.
 Hunt 
saw 
an 
antique 
popmp  book
 and 
',twitted its 
impact  in advertising. 
He 
contracted with a printer in 
Japan lor the hand
 work and started 
Get the ADyantaqc 
ADVERTISE
 
in the 
Spartan Daily 
277-3171 
PLEASE
 
ATTEND
 
MURDER!
 
OWE frOlVelt PARTY mender orrsarev 
rows indult 
ireerrthing
 you we need to 
pi= 
a reale* evieseing at mimeo and detec-
OW role *else for 4. 6. or 8 people. 
1TelL54 IWAflI CRUM (murder And mayhem 
on the kph wag. CM VW! CAW to the 
streets} mr  BLACK WIZ enrstravImunter 
and est:rootage ut ortsib. 519.95 exti  all 
Owe tot 549.95. 
Send  check or mows order 
lo  
GAM LUILL.115. 41 Lost Lake Lam 
C.AmipbelL LA 
95008408)
 3704.137 
produc rig 
ails, direel
 -Mall pieces
 
and point -,1 
-purillaserilspla)s.
 
Pop
 
up 
hooks tollowed, and 
Hunt
 helped 
Ilallniark 
develop  its 
line
 
tit 
pop 
tip 
greeting 
cards.  
But
 pop-up 
magatine  ads 
posed 
problems.
 The U.S. 
Postal  
Service  
threatened in the 
late  
'60s to increase
 
lees Ion 
magatines
 
containing
 pop 
tips. 
In the 
early 
'Ws.
 the 
post 
441114e
 
relayed 
its policy 
on
 magatine 
al 
tachnienis,
 including
 scratch -and
 
sniff 
tragrance  
strips  and 
pop -ups. 
The pop-up trucks have 44 glue 
points. 
"It One 
doesn't work. 
truck 
ttoodi't
 %%ork. 
Hunt 
"And each truck
 has to he checked 
helOn it's shipped 
The Burger House
 
"Featuring  the Best Old 
Fashion Hamburgers & Homemade Fnes 
In San Jose,"
 
OPEN Mon -Fri 11AM-Midnight 
Sat -Sun
 4PM-Midnight 
For  Orders To Go Call 292-2882 
388 
E.
 Santa Clara (at 8th St.) 
San Jose, CA 95113 
$$ 
BE YOUR OWN BOSS 
EARN 8,000 
$$ 
Over the Summer 
of 1987 
 'If you want the independence
 of running 
your own business and
 financial 
independence while you are in college, 
then
 
Lo -Cost 
Student  Painting is for you!" 
 earn
 
as
 much
 as 
$8900
 Or 
more over the 
summer
 
operating your
 own house painting business in your 
neighborhood
 for
 Summer of 1987 
 no painting experience 
necessary  training 
provided
 
It you are interested 
in this opportunity, then 
Lo -Cost 
Student
 
Painting
 has a house painting business 
available  for you in 
your
 area Apply now 
for the 
opportunity' 
CONTACT:
 Business
 Bldg.. 
Rm 13 
Applications  
accepted  NOW 
Dec. 
All 
positions
 will befitted 
by January 1987 
Great 
Sound
 
Great
 Sights
 
Great
 
Support
 
Great
 
Store
 
WOLF COMPUTER 
INVITES
 
YOU  
TO 
OUR 
UNVEILING
 OF THE
 
NEW APPLE 
II GS 
COMPUTER
 
SATURDAY
 AT 12 
NOON
 
sa 
ALL  OF THE NEW
 APPLE
 II 
PRODUCTS
 
INCLUDING APPLEWORKS
 2.0,
 THE
 
APPLE  
HARD  
DISK 20 SC, 
LINIDISK
 
3.5,  
NEW 
MEMORY
 
EXPANSION CARDS, 
NEW 
COLOR
 
MONITORS
 
AND 
MORE
 
*FREE GRANNY SMITH 
APPLES
 
FOR 
ALL` 
1.1)1 vroRs WILL 
RECEIVE  A 
SPECIAL
 INFO
 KIT 
kipleII
 
I?
 ALL 
OF
 YOUR 
QUESTIONS 
 
WILL BE 
ANSWERED 
SATURDAY  
AT 
12 
NOON
 
WOLF 
COMPUTER.
 
lOur Business
 and Personal 
timputer
 Source 
TRAININGREPAIRSSt'PPORTeFINANCINGTRADE-INS
 
.1..olo 
in,, 
1/rr.
 
ii 
i/nIl1,4
 
Aa,.1  haw,. INA,'  
Iii. 
11:0 
Cita, 
lit  
killata  lbahlf,
 flume Itng/k7 lomf thwx 
I 
liar,.  
Voilinor
 Now:. liaknhn-I.I. 
Plerldot
 
Intwm.  
linVInLIIIIN
 
Wu. 
ihrwpn, 
Nola  kls.rm  
S 
lchlom.lig.
 
301 
North  Santa Cruz 
Avenue.
 
Los  Gatos 
408-354-1210
 
fde', 
itIVUter
 hiu 
jufr,iriI
 the indo 
r'r Welt/ traikmark,
 0/ 4.rple (wmpukr In-
Spartan
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State-of-the-art  
discs  
to 
be
 
on 
loan
 at 
library
 
fly
 Mar)
 Martin
 
Daily 
staff writer 
The  San 
Jose 
Public 
Library's
 
main 
branch  has
 
received  the 
go-ahead 
to begin 
compiling
 a 
collection  of 
state
-of -the
-an 
discs  
which  
will  
appeal
 
(4) 
everyone's
 tastes. 
The 
compact
 
discs will he avail-
able 
to 
the
 
general  public by 
Jan.
 
I. 
said
 
Allison
 
Landers,
 supervising li-
brarian.
 
The 
discs will 
include
 different 
types 4)1  music 
Landers. 
whose 
Joh  is to 
make 
budget
 decisions. 
said $10.000 
had 
been 
allocated
 out 
of the 
library's  gen-
eral 
fund
 to 
begin  
purchasing  the
 
discs.
 
Not
 
many  other 
libraries
 have 
this  
service.
 Landers 
said.  "We base 
to 
make 
a real 
commitment,  not 
finance  
it in dribs 
and  drabs . has
 ing a 
small
 
selection  tot discs) would 
lust 
add to 
everyone's  Inistration
 les el... 
She 
said no purchase 
contracts  
have been 
signed yet because 
the li-
brary 
is
 seeking the 
hest
 
discount.
 
Some
 previous 
purchases
 (of 
discs)
 have been made
 at 
Tower 
Re-
cords, 
Landers said, but 
she is check-
ing out all possibilities.
 
The 
Media Center at the main li-
brary. 180
 
W.
 San
 
Carlos  St . ordered
 
a display fixture which 
will
 contain 
440 discs. 
said  Ronna Chan. media li-
brarian.  
The disc
 display w 
ill 
resemble  a 
video rental center, she said. 
"Empty boxes will
 
be on the rack 
Campus 
Crimes
 
An SJSU student
 was arrested for 
charges of operating
 his bicycle under 
the influence 
of
 intoxicants.  university 
police Chiel I .ew Schatt
 said. 
University  Police
 Department
 of-
t icers noticed Thomas Charles Barren
-
uric.
 26. 
riding his hike and weaving 
on the 
sidewalk  Monday night. 
Barrentine had 
headphones on 
and 
no lights on his bicycle. 
both
 vio-
lations
 
of 
the vehicle 
code according 
to the 
police  
report.
 He then rode off 
the curb
 and fell into the street. where-
upon officers intervened. 
Barrentine
 relused
 to
 identity 
himself 
for  UP!) 
officers  
and
 tried to 
start 
a fight 
with  
officers.
 UPD 
had no 
choice
 hut to arrest
 Barrentine.
 Sella& 
said. 
because
 UP!) 
would  have 
been
 
liable if the 
man had 
been  hurt 
alter
 
UPI)  released 
him.  
 
An 
WO
 
diamond
 ring 
was  stolen
 
From
 a Spartan
 City resident last Fri-
day night. 
The  woman said 
her
 ex-hoy, 
friend had entered her apartment with 
his own set of keys and left after they.  
had an argument. Schatt said. 
She 
noticed
 the ring was gone 
after the man 
had gone  through 
the  
drawers she kept
 the ring in. Schutt 
said. UPI) is 
investigating. 
 
A briefcase
 with
 
contents  
worth
 
$427 
was  stolen
 
from  an 
unlocked
 th 
structor's
 office on the
 fifth 
floor
 
the 
Business  
Tower 
on 
Monday  
ii 
ternoon. The instructor
 len the oftith 
for about
 three 
hours and could 
11,, 
find
 it when he 
returned.  
 
A 
$300  bicycle was stolen In
 
the 
hallway  of the 
men's gym 
Sept.
between 
II 11 a.m. and 5 p.m. 
 
A 
brown vinyl
 briefcase
 
vv., 
taken from a 
cubbyhole
 in front 4)1 
tinc
 
Spartan 
Bookstore
 Sept.
 18. 
The 
hooks and the briefcase had a value of 
$150.
 
 
A student's purse 
with contents 
worth $150 
was stolen from the Eco-
nomics Department
 office Sept. IK. 
The student left her 
purse  in the un-
locked office, and 
when  she returned, 
it was gone.  
 
A purse
 was 
stolen  
from
 an in-
structor's  office 
on the 
second floor
 of 
the 
Central
 
Classroom
 
Building  
Sept. 
18.
 The 
purse,  
which  
was  
worth
 $30 
and  
contained
 
$1(X)  cash,
 was len
 in 
an 
unlocked
 tile 
cabinet  in 
an unlocked
 
office. 
 
Thirty-seven  
dollars 
cash  was 
sto-
len from 
the  cage 
area  of the 
women's 
locker 
room at 
South  
Campus
 on 
Sept.  
18. The 
money 
was taken
 from 
the 
petty -cash
 drawer
 in the
 unlocked
 
equipment  
area, 
according
 to the
 po-
lice
 
report.
 
 
A man
 was 
arrested
 in the
 old 
Women's
 Gym 
in the 
women's  
locker  
room 
for 
breaking  
into  
lockers
 
Sept . 18. 
Hussein  
Michel.
 
18,  
who 
is 
not  
an 
SJSU
 
student,
 
admitted
 
breaking  
into
 the
 
lockers
 
after
 
UP!) 
officers
 
caught
 
him  
with  
a
 
crowbar
 in 
his  
pos-
session.  
Schatt 
said. 
Campus
 
Crimes
 is 
compiled
 
by
 
Oscar Guerra. 
Correction
 
Concerts  
in Morris Dailey 
Auditorium
 
are
 open 
to SJSU 
students
 of any
 age 
and non
-stu-
dents age
 
18 or 
older. 
and people can pick them up and take 
them to a counter where the actual disc 
can he 
checked  out " 
Checking
 out 
a compact disc will 
work
 just like checking out a hook. 
Chan said. A person may keep the 
discs  or up to three 
weeks  
David Mashelsky . the Media 
Center's  
senior  librarian. has
 
been 
working  
on
 the compact disc idea for 
some time, she said. 
The general
 
scope ot 
the 
collec  
lion is up to him 
The 
library
 is 
hoping
 to 'hoe
 a 
balanced
 
collection  
"It 
(the
 disc
 colt 
.ecuon)
 will 
he
 
as 
broad as possible... she said
 
Chan 
said there has 
been
 input. 
Irian the 
library
 stall and I
 
null
 the pa 
Irons, on 
the  
content
 oi 
the 
discs  
"The 
stall  is 
tlettin some
 ad% 
ice 
from
 
library
 
puhlicat
 ions. 
and
 illll use 
The 
Stereo
 
Re'
 icy nd sy Imam 
Catalogue
 
to pick the
 
Iona,  
.
 
lection.
 
she  
said
 
These w 
holesalc
 ataloctics (on 
lain 
lists
 01 both te,
 
ot,httg,
 nd 
cording 
equipment
 
'We 
got  
the 
go ahead this 
month
 
and are starting
 
to OrlICI 
110,  
Michael 
laidnik. manage'
 ot 
Tower 
Records
 
in sail 
tow.
 said he 
didn't  think
 The 
Siete. 
key  ICS% 
Mid  
Schwan 
Catalogtic
 
erence
 
sources  
tot
 
compa,
 
ith
 
, 
"I wouldn't 
use them I 
haven't
 looked
 at one in 
a long
 time." 
Ludnik
 said lie 
said
 Tower 
Records
 
uses Fanfare for
 classical music se-
lections 
and Digital 
Audio  
or e%  
ery thing 
else  
The
 
library 
owns about 75 com 
Pact
 
discs
 now,
 Chan said.
 They are 
dispersed
 between
 
the 
Berryessa.  
Seven Trees 
and  Willow Glen 
branches,  she said. 
They (the 
discs)  are available im-
mediately and may 
he
 checked out 
V11111.111
 
1 
clutt.iry library card, she said. 
vs ill have to 
check  on 
the 
sett.,
 non 
at each 
branch, as the 
main  
Manch  
doesn't
 
base
 a list. 
Chan said 
he 
sen ice may spread 
to 
othei  
branch  libianes in the lioure,
 Landers 
said.
 
depending  on 
how  
each wants 
to
 
spend us non
 
-hook budget 
I acit 
branch
 
has 
its own 
budget 
w hi( 
h makes 
decisions  hased on its  m-
ill \ 
Ithlal
 
needs,
 site saki 
'Hp: Media 
Center at the 
main 
Manch
 is 
trying
 
to get the 
collection
 
on 
the hicks 
as soon 
as 
possible,
 but 
it 
must
 purchase 
everything 
through
 the 
city 's 
purchasing  department.
 1.antlers 
said.
 This procedure
 olten 
leads  to 
de-
lays.  
Chan
 and 
Mashelsky
 hope 
to
 
have 500 discs by June 
oh
 1987, Chan
 
said
 
From
 
then
 
on it will he kept up to 
tidle 
African 
awareness  
committee
 
plans
 to request A.S.
 
funding
 
Its
 
((me  
Johnson Jr. 
Halt,. 
dances and dinners 
and pay 
Daily 
stall  
writer
 guest speakers 
The African Awareness Month 
AAN1PC 
members
 
also  
said  
Planning  
Committee.  an organita- they 
have  to 
turn
 in a 
constitution 
firm 
that
 
plans  
activities
 
in cele-
 stating
 
reasons
 
for the 
group's
 
ext.-
brawn  for
 
African 
History 
Month  in 
tence. 
February, held 
its first meeting 4)1 
They said 
if
 the A.S 
doesn't
 
the 
WIlleSiC1
 in 
the Student
 
Union  allocate  them 
the
 needed 
lunds  
they 
Pacheco 
Room
 
on Wednesday. 
will seek  ney
 from the African -
The group 
met to 
ready  paper- 
Greek Leiter 
Council 
and  
from  the 
work
 
for a 
possible
 
fund allocation
 Afro-American
 Studies
 faculty 
from
 the 
Associated  
Students  Only 
six  people attended the 
"The main hulk of 
the problem meeting hut 
Akuhundu  said that he 
is 
getting  money to lunetion, said expects 
more people 
to 
attend the 
Akuhundu.
 AAMPC's secretary 
of 
next 
meeting.
 He also called for the 
last semester. "It's 
lust  a 
matter 
of 
people who did 
attend 
the meeting 
to 
getting 
(lunding
 
I 
ill 
the ground." 
recruit more 
members
 
The 
funds 
w ill 
he used to 11- 
When
 
the A 
, 
anceled
 funding 
to the 
Black Student
 Union in 1981
 
because
 tit
 luutding problems, the 
AAMPC
 was formed 
specifically
 to 
organite events tor 
African
 History 
Month. 
Akuhundu said. 
The 
Black  Student 
Union  
served as an umbrella organitation 
kir all African 
and black 
groups on 
campus to 
unite. Akuhundu said 
'the 
meeting  
ended  with 
Aku-
hundu 
calling  for 
a second 
meeting 
to 
he
 
held
 at It 
p.m. Wednesday
 to 
prepare  forms
 needed 
to allocate
 the 
y. 
ilmneTe
 next 
meeting
 will he in the 
Student  Union.
 No exact 
room has 
been  listed 
Taxicab
 
driver  
set ablaze, 
dumped  
HAWTHORNL
 
(AP) 
A cah-
hie 
whit  was
 
set
 
at
 the and dumped on a 
street
 
yesterday
 
by
 two 
passengers  had 
earlier
 
taken the Sallie 55 cc 
men to 
a no-
torious 
"drug
 nest."
 
a taxi 
company  
(Oficial  
said 
Despite
 serious 
burns  on her
 lace 
and 
chest. 
(hoer  Mary 
Clark 
managed  
to
 reach 
a phone 
and place
 a 
desperate
 
call to her
 
dispatcher.  said Toorm 
Mo-
radi. %Ice 
president
 of AM -PM Two 
Co. 
"She 
called 
on
 the 
phone
 w ith 
broken
 %once
 
and  
crying
 and said 
she 
was burned,''
 
Moradi  
said. "She 
was 
at the 
saute
 time screaming at some 
people. 1>on't
 
leave
 me. Don't lease 
time   
Clark. 45. of Los Angeles was in 
serious  condition
 
with  
hums
 on her 
lace, neck, arms and 
chest,  and some 
internal wines trom 
inhaling Dames. 
said Nancy Hill, a spokeswoman for 
Torrance
 Memorial Medical Center. 
Los Angeles 
County
 
Sheriff's
 
deputies
 
hound  
the cab 
abandoned
 not 
kar front
 w here Clark 
yy as dumped, 
and were 
combing  the 
communities  
south  of dow mow
 0 law
 Angeles for 
her attackers. said Sgt Ron Bailey 
. 
Moiadi said the 
Compton address 
v w a s 
,, 
,,:gii
 
cutsth.tirlienisti,nleation
 
of
 both trips 
Still. Clark readily agreed when  
the men 
called AM -PM 
about  3:15 
a.m. 'Thursday and asked that "Mary" 
he 
sent
 to pick 
them up 
When the cab stopped at a traffic 
light, the men Jumped out of the 
hack 
and slimed their 
way into the front 
seat. Clark between them. said 
Deputy  
Daye  Hogan. 
'They
 
poured  a 
flammable
 
liquid
 
riser her
 head 
and set 
her on 
re. ' ' the deputy said 
Only Lowenbrau is brewed in the world's great beer drink-
ing countries. Brewed in Munich, in England,
 Swecten, 
Canada, Japan, 
and  here in America. Only Lowenbrau;by 
license and authority, must use Bavarian
 Hallertau hops 
and be checked for flavor 
and  quality by the brewmasters 
of Lowenbrau, Munich. Only 
Lowenbrau  gives you 600 
years of Bavarian
 heritage in one smooth American beer. 
THIS WORLD CALLS
 FOR LOVVENBRAU. 
k 
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Daily  
Atnaham
 
e y sta 
photograp er 
SJSU's 
Shaw
 fia
 I filliaso.
 #I2, 
attempts a
 
spike
 
over
 a 
pair  
of
 Bears during the 
Spartans  3-1 
victory
 
over 
Cal 
Cal last
 Pac-
 10 
test
 
for  
football
 team 
By Greg Stryker 
Daily 
staff  writer 
It wasn't 
enough
 
Mai  
s Isa 
had
 to 
face the intensive 
thicai, of 
quar-
terback John 
Paye
 and
 
lull  
hack
 Brad 
Muster last weekend
 at Stantord. 
Now . the 
Spartans  must take on 
the dynamic duo of Brian Bedford and 
Mark Flicks when they meet the Cali-
fornia Golden Bears Saturday at I 
p.m. in Berkeley. 
The Spartans and their blit/ing 
defense held Muster 
to 57 yards 
rush-
ing last week. 
Paye tared better, 
throwing for 271 
yards  
Pave
 
si
 
however,  nailed
 for 46 v.irds iiilosses 
This week, SJSU s r.e.ense
 lases 
the option offense, led hy Bea: 
qua  
ierhack Bedford and hallhack
 I licks 
"What concerns 
us Irom 
a de-
fensive 
standpoint  is the skill they 
have," Spartan head coach Claude 
Gilbert said. "Bedford
 is a tremen-
dous athlete.
 lie's a big. strong.  Iasi 
guy and
 
so
 
is 
Hicks.
 
Those are 
people
 
you have 
look
 at 
First.''
 
Penn Stale coach Joe Paterno 
once 
called  
Hicks 
"the  top running 
hack 
to come out of high school
 in the 
past live 
years.''
 
Hicks. a sophomore. is a definite 
breakaway threat
 who has the si/e, 
speed alit balance to become a great 
hack. 
He's struggled
 
to only 77 y 
arils  
in two games this year but showed his 
talents 
in
 1985. 
his freshman 
season
 
He gained
 
571
 sant, in liv, car-
ries
 last year 
tor a 
I yard
 avi.r.n.a. 
Hicks  
also
 proYed to 
he 
a threat as a re 
ceiver. 1k lett 
the team with an aYer 
age of 16 4 yards per catch. 
Hicks isn't the only runner the 
Spartans have II, worry about. BedlOrd 
runs the option and scrambles with tre-
mendous quickness. 
Fie  runs the 40 -
yard dash in 
4.5  seconds 
Bedford has rushed for 
4Y 
),ards 
and three touchdowns this season, 
and 
Bear head coach 
Joe  Kapp said Bed-
ford's passing is improving. 
"He is seeing 
receivers,
 antic-
ipating, focusing and getting the hall 
to his 
receivers,"  
Kapp said 
"He 
really improved in the Washington 
State 
game. 
He continues
 to 
show 
what
 he 
can do running 
the ball. A 
blit/ing
 
team like SJSU will 
have  to 
he con-
cerned with 
Brian's  ability to 
run the 
football." 
Spartan 
senior delenso
 e tackle 
Mark Dean said
 the defense is 
ready. 
'Washington  State ran the 
option  
quite a bit 
and  we shut them 
down
 
fairly 
well,''
 Dean said. "I don't think 
they'll be able to run against us. 
hon-
estly.
 
"I 
Mink
 the
 
key 
is 
to
 control Bed 
lord
 and 
make him pull up 
%%Munn
 
being 
ahle in sctandsle.  
II we can con
 
trot him and keep 
him in the pocket, 
then we can shut them dow 
ii. 
" 
The
 Spit iii passing game once 
again  piled up Mg s adage last vieek 
(267 ).irdsi,  but the Mewse  turned the 
hall 
user 
se) en times (iilhert said 
01 
lensi)e e sec talon
 
t" .0 he 
iii 
lilt.' 
,tuuit' 
"I think rve
 
iii t 11 
Fmk 
.1,11II,1
 
Ihelll.  iiiheri said 
"I hu main goal 
is 10 lust eei.ute 
s% Cie able  
it,
 
throw against  
Slanlord.
 
luuui ,Ae 
broke 
down to lack 
ol eyes
 
ntmn
 
can't 
do
 
dial  
We nisi need 
to 
he
 
cull 
sislent 
Spartan  quarterback 
Mike Pei's./ 
said he's eon' ident abttut the iii I ellse 
as long aa it doesn't turn over the ball. 
'We should 
do
 ireus good
 
against Cal.-
 Pere/ 
said  "We'll 
list
 
try to nuy  it up idle run and the pa... 
and 
keep them ol I -balance 
Spartans on the Air 
ss.is (907 FM)  Air time
 
12-45 
p.m. 
Game
 Time
 1 
pm
 
Satur-
day.
 
KOO (810 AM)
  Game
 
time  1 
p.m.  
Saturday  
KCBS 
(740 AM)  Tape
 
Delay'  
530 p.m Saturday 
KNTV (Ch I 
 San Jose 
State Highlights
 4 30 p m 
Sunday 
-WNW%  el' 
Makes  the least 
mis
 
takes w
 
ill tv
 itt lie 
tunic 'hat's the 
key 
('al's  deiense is 
headed  by inside 
linebacker
 I Ludy
 
Nickerson.
 
an
 All -
America  candidate Nickerson set
 
the 
Bears'
 sl 
t.,Islm
 
record  
I or 
tack ks 
last 
season  
nith
 
11,7
 
"1 Ludy 
Nickerson is a 
great 
foot-
ball play
 ci 
(filbert  said. ''lie's
 very 
door e Ile makes 
the 
plays all over
 the 
le 
Id   
Gilbert also
 
praised
 
Cal nose 
guard  
Minot  
Whiteside  
and 
cur
 
nerback 
Sidney.
 Johnson 
"Whiteside  is 
a terrilIC 
&lens!)  c 
lineman...  he. 
said.
 ''lie's
 
very ache 
and 
he's
 hard to 
block on the
 run 
In 1965.  
Whiteside  was 
named  to 
the all -West 
Coast  second 
team
 
by 
tiled 
Press 
Internal tonal
 and tin ishett
 
second
 on 
the Bears 
in
 tackles with 71 
Johnson is 
rated as 
Cars
 
best  
one-on-one 
coverage 
player.
 and Gil' 
hen called him "a 
premier
 corner." 
Gilbert said 
he's
 ready or a phys-
ical encounter St oh the 
Bears.
 
'As  
alw.is  
.in
 Jose
 comes to 
41111=IM=11=1=111111111111111111111111111M1
 NMI 
MI
 MN et, 
CO 
') 
(1 0 . 
II 
tole 
FREE 
0,,  
I 
FROZEN
 
YOGURT
 CONE
 I 
With
 purchase of 
any sandwich 
I 
70"oou 
America's
 Best
 Dressed 
sandwich
 
WE ALSO 
SERVE  ESPRESSO  
CAPPUCCINO
 CAFFE 
LA
 
77E 
MOCHA, MIT SCHLAG, 
HOT  CIDER AND 
51
 
DIFFERENT
 
KINDS OF I 
IMPORTED
 AND LOCAL
 BEERS 
80 E. SAN 
CARLOS ST. 
947-1333
 I 
FROZEN 
YOGURT 
---------------
limn
 to 
play 
hlhert
 
said 
"It's A-
sk 
my 
s 
been  a 
t 
si-s 
physical
 game 
I 
or 
us 
Cal IS a halt)
 
lulling
 le:1111 
The Beats lead 
Me series. 20-4. 
California Vk Oil last 
ear's game, 
46-
2 
I 
SJSC
 last
 it
 on in 10X-4, 
1 1 - I l l .
 
The
 spoils inloimation
 
directors
 
ol both 
schools
 
said  
the), especi
 a 
ciossd
 
ol
 4ft'
 HSI 
to..1s,0410  
Spartans
 
roll  past 
Bears
 
By
 Len 
Gutman  
Daily 
stall 
writer 
The top
-ranked
 SJSU 
volleyball  
machine
 kept on 
roll-
ing 
Wednesday 
night, heating
 the Cal 
Bears.  15-6. 
9-15.  
15-4 and 
15-4, in front
 of 437 people
 at Spartan 
Gym. 
The 
non
-conference
 victory brings
 the Spartans'
 record 
to  9-0,  
while the 
Bears fell 
to
 7-4. 
"I thought
 that Cal 
played  really 
good  defense. 
They 
were 
really
 scrappy.**
 Spartan 
coach  Dick 
Montgomery 
said.
 
Cal was playing without the services of Marianne Hen-
drikse 
and  Kelly 
Mooman,  two 
players
 who 
normally  start 
for
 the Bears. 
Mooman leads the Bears with 41 kills. a .324 hitting 
percentage and 36 digs. 
"In 
some respects I think they (the Bears) 
played  us a 
little better in the Davis tournament. and I assume that both 
of 
those
 players 
were
 in the lineup at 
that point, Mont-
gomery  said. 
SJSU 
beat Cal 15-7. 
15-12 in the 
quarterfinals  of 
the  
Davis  tournament
 Sept. 6. 
This time 
around.
 All -America 
candidate
 
Lieu Ice 
led 
the Spartans with 26 
kills and 15 digs,  and 
she had a .551) 
hitting
 percentage as well. 
However, she 
had  four hitting 
errors in the 
second
 
game. which Cal 
won.
 
"I 
think  maybe 
I lost a 
little  
concentration."  
Ice said. 
'I kind 
of 
yelled  at myself and 
told
 
myself to get 
ti 
act  
together,
 
and  that kind 
of turned it 
around.'  
Ice had 
no flitting 
errors the 
rest of the 
match. 
"In the lira 
game,
 the
 
score  
was 10-1 
and
 they
 (the 
Iteano
 called
 
nmeout  
and we 
looked
 
at the score
 
clock and 
ui 
eyery  
thing's
 
tine."
 Montgomery
 said.  'They 
started  
to 
catch us. 
and in the
 second 
game 
they
 
got a lot
 ol mo-
mentum
 and they played 
very
 
well
 
Montgomery said S.ISC 
started  playing
 its 
game  
in
 the 
third  and lourth games
 
'When  we 
play 
it's  ohy lous
 
we're  a better team than 
111 
are,- he said 
Spartans'  Weekend 
FIELD HOCKEY: California, 
Berkeley,  Saturday, 10 a.m 
FOOTBALL: California, Berke-
ley,
 
Saturday,
 1 p.m.  
SOCCER: Westmont Classic, 
Long Beach, Friday, 3 p.m. and Sat-
urday
 
VOLLEYBALL: Fullerton State, 
Fullerton.
 Saturday. 
7:30 p.m. 
Montgomery said being No. 
I in 
the  
Collegiate  
Vol-
leyball Coaches
 Poll puts a lot of 
pressure  
on
 the 
team. 
"Everyone comes into our gym
 
wanting  
to 
kick
 our 
butts," 
Montgomery said. "We don't have
 any 
slack.
 We 
have no 
choice  hut to get tired up for every
 
match." 
Montgomery said 
the team's 
strength
 
lies  
in the 
fact 
that 
it ha.s 
live 
players
 who 
can  hit the 
hall well. 
"If you 
look
 at the stats I think 
you'll
 find
 that
 the 
player 
playing
 
next  to 
her
 (Ice). 
Barbara 
Higgins,
 got 
a lot 
of kills tonight."
 he said. "They
 
(other  
teams)
 are 
thinking  
about Lisa.
 and that's 
what 
we
 want them 
to 
do. 
"Think about Lisa
 and we'll kill you 
other 
places.
 
Don't 
think about Lisa and 
we'll  kill you there." 
Outside  
hitter Christa 
Cook
 had
 10 kills 
and 
14 digs. 
and middle 
blocker 
Higgins  had 13 
kills.  
Outside
 hitter
 
Shawna DiBiaso 
had  16 
kills, 
14
 digs and a 
team
-leading 
.563 hitting percentage. 
"My role is 
just
 
working
 hard and 
doing
 
my
 
part  to 
contribute  to the team 
as a whole." 
DiBiaso
 
said. 
"That's
 
what
 makes the team flow,
 what makes Lisa 
work,
 
myself  
work 
and anybody else 
work." 
Montgomery said when the game 
starts
 
to
 go a little
 
sour,
 
the 
team 
has  to force  
the hall outside to Ice. 
"When we 
get  her 
seams,
 she's a great 
player.
 
because  
she 
can  hit that seani. 
she  
can hit that 
hole,  and 
it's 
hard
 
to
 
dig her. But we have to he in our 
offense 
for  that 
to hap-
pen." 
In the second game, the offense was off a little 
Setter Danielle Spear had some trouble in that game 
hut settled down 
later  on. She finished with 6.1
 
assists.  
"She was 
oil  for a 
while,
 and then 
I 
thought
 in the last 
two 
games she had one 
of her hest 
nights,"  Montgomery 
said.
 
The 
Spartans'
 next 
match 
is tomorrow at Fullerton 
State, and then 
Monday 
they play San Diego
 State, 
the top -
ranked
 team in the 
NCAA poll. 
'We 
play 
Fullerton.
 one 
of
 the 
weaker 
teams 
in the 
F'CAA. so my 
feeling is that 
unless 
there's 
something ter-
ribly a ruing  
we're  still 
going  
lithe
 
undefeated
 
heading
 down 
there (San 1)iegoi... 
Montgomery said. 
SANJOSE
 STATE
 
le*114111951Plir-'n/E
 
vsFRESNO
 
STATE  
(Homecoming)
 
SAT 
OCT.4.1.30
 P M 
 
. 
UTAH  
STATE  
SAT.
 
OCT.  11, 1:30P.M. 
TAILGATE 
AT
TARTY 
TIME 
SPARTAN
 
STADIUM
 
F esno 
Si.
 game. win Air Cal 
KICU 
16 TV trips to 
Special
 Student Rates
 Available 
Vancouver. Canada  
Homecoming  a KEEN
 Bud 
painter caps to 1st 
10.000  See Kevin Sweeney   
- Heismann 
candidate.  Utah St 
game, win Amer.
 Faculty Stet& 
Alumni 
ican Airlines KICU 36 TV trips to Europe 
TICKET
 INFO 
(408) 277
-FANS 
Your 
basic
 
problem: 
Physics
 
Genetics  
Statistics 
Calculus
 
Complex Numbers 
Analytical  
Geometry  
Stress Analysis 
Ornic Chemistry 
Probability 
Gaussian
 Transformations  
Differential  Equations 
Titrations 
Electromametics 
Thermodynamics 
Fluid  Mechanics 
Etc., etc., etc.... 
YourBASIC
 
solution:
 
' 
I1-111V°L.191111111rMITRMIr 
Mgr
 "V 
"11; 
V41  
TV. 
. , 
I 
[4. 
y 11.1 
MIN °ill
 /II 
$ a  
411
 
ra
 
411-11 '1 
4a
 
Introducing BASICALC: The 
new 
Texas Instruments programmable 
calculator.  
N/1ii
 
Ilicre's  
a progranOnable scien-
titiL ilculator
 that solves even the 
lilt 
'I 
Lomplex
 math, engineering 
an,1 ,.ience problems in 
a BASIC 
-The11-74 
BASICALC.
 
Unlike most other programmable 
calculators 
that require you to learn 
a new,
 complicated
 system of key-
stroke 
commandsin  effect, a new 
programming language the 1I-74 
BASICALC alkxvs you to use the 
BASIC language programming you 
already know 
But don't
 let the 
BASICALCk
 
ease of operation fool you. It 
also 
0191$M1 
II 
has more 
calculating
 power
 than 
comparably-priced programmables. 
Your basic specs: 
 Operates as a 
calculator  or 
BASIC 
computer 
 8K RAM
 expandable to 16K 
RAM 
 70 
built-in  scientific functions 
 Optional software cartridges 
for mathematics and 
statistics  
 Optional PASCAL 
language  
cartridge 
 Optional 
printer and 
cassette 
interface 
And
 a 
v'arictv
 
iii
 
options,
 like 
sat -
ware
 
cartridges,
 are
 available
 that
 
make 
it even more 
powerful
 
and  
convenient.
 
Stop by 
and see 
the11-74
 
BASICALC
 for 
yourself.  In 
basic 
terms, 
what
 it really
 offers you 
is 
a bargain.
 
TEXAS
 
INSTRUMENTS
 
-A 
-DI
 
Fl 
th, 
Spartan
 
Daily/Friday.
 
September
 
26,  
1986
 
Caeorrup
 
uno 
Page 
'of
-
our 
We
 
'act 
the 
lot  
ing 
igs. 
tier 
ing 
I 
to
 
al's 
sell 
ittle 
sise
 
Ito 
lap-
ime
 
last
 
lef). 
-ton 
op
-
the 
ter -
v. n 
Yesterdaily
 
Campus
 
The Associated
 Students
 
Homecoming
 
Committee 
didn't
 receise the  I 
undmg  
nom
 
Budsseiser
 
it 
espected  
Bo' 
iondes
 Distributing.
 
distributor
 ol 
Anheuser-Busch  
prod 
this  
spoilsOfeLl
 
homecoming
 
tor
 
the 
past
 
three sears.
 but 
the
 committee  
requested 
sponsorship
 
too 
late this 
year  
 
Actors
 Judd 
Nelson.
 Eesar
 
Bunon
 
and Daphne
 Zumga
 
spoke 
against
 the 
lows
 
initialise.
 
Proposition
 
65. at Santa 
Clara
 
Universits,
 on 
Wednesd.q
 
 
The 
A...mated
 
Students
 
Program
 Board is hoping
 I. 
better  
success
 .it 
Saiurdo
 
's
 
concert
 
than it 
had  last v.eek 
The
 board 
lost 
an
 estimated
 S I 
.7110last
 
Frid.n
 
 
People
 311111 unpaid
 
student
 
loans,  past
 
housing
 lees or 
had checks
 
made
 out
 to 
SJSE  
ss
 
ill 
he 
dealt vt ith in court and 
lorced 
to 
pas their
 dues.
 
said  
l.arr 
Bogan.  
SJSU
 collet 111,11  
manager. 
 
Members ol Tau
 Kappa 
Epsilon
 
had  a nog- lumping 
contest
 Wednesda) 
in
 the 
art 
quad  
Ssseet
 
Dadds 
contest. 
Dry 
Toast 
Peter  Stein 
In 
the  
future,  space dating may 
pose a few 
problems.
 
ANNOUNCEMENTS  
RESEARCH 
PAPERS 15  778 
AVAIL
 
ABL E. Catalog $200 
Research.  
11322 Idaho. 02068T  
105 An-
gel. 90075 VISA MC or 
CO(31213)4774474  
WOMEN  IN PHYSICS 
CHEMISTRY, 
SCIENCE Have you considered
 
ENGINEERING. but
 ilgured no 
chance'  " learn about opporluni 
lies in 
MATERIA1S
 ENGI-
NEERING 
Electronics
 
attn.
 
pace and
 other Hi Tech
 
careers
 
WHEN" 
Friday September
 76th 
230 pm WHERE" Engineering 
Building. F,207 More
 into,
 
melon"  Call 277,7446
 Spon-
sored by ASIllelE and the 
Society  
of Women
 Ingo..., 
110-5360
 WEEKL if Up. marling 
Or.  
lets'
 No quotas bosses Sincerely
 
interestOd  rush seri 
addressed  
envelope  Network
 CD. 
P01131072
 
Crystal  lake. II 60014 
AUTOMOTIVE  
BUGS  FOR SALE'
 
San
 Jose s best 
BUGS All 
guaranteed'.  
100.  ri 
nancing 
OAC Call VW 
Restore 
iron at 
797-8200  $700 
discou
 
to
 
vehicle purchase.
 unly
 I 
D 
60 TOYOTA CFI ICA 
GT 1.
 
B 5spd sir 
ster cess Xint cond. 
must  see' 
53500..11973.118?
 
80 
TOYOTA  TERCEL 746 miles 
5 
speed. beige 74, runs well
 am 
frn 
stereo
 w auto reverse tape 
player
 Good gas mileage  c 
51700 Call Melanie John
 
at 726-
6364 
75 
OPEL  MANTA. rebuilt tog new 
brakes. 
Clean Inside runs
 
well  
Must sell 5900
 So
 eves 736 
7170 
COMPUTERS  
APPLE MACINTOSH USERS Rent 
ome on a I aserWriten 
Pius 
printer  
Wordprocessing  and 
straight typing services 
also
 Call 
DAYSTAR
 at 358 
2717
 
Pickup
 
and delivery Reasonable rates. 
quality 
work. 
COMPUTER EASE Computer time
 or 
private Instruction on the IBM
 PC 
In Wordstar. wordperlect
 wrlllnq 
insistent 
or prolessMnar editor 
South San 
Jose  home Afternoon 
classes only 227 I 990 
DISK TO DISK CONVERSIONS 
IBM MS-DOS 
CPU
 
Al
 TOS 
Portabies-OSBORN
 IRS -80 
Over SOO 
Disk 
tormets
 
$14 00 a disk
 Word Pro 
cessors-Meg  
Tapes 
Prompt  Servlce PU & 
Deirvery
 
Creative
 Data
 Serv 
ices
 (406)866-6080 
IBM XT COMPATIRL f 7566. 2 drives 
monitor,
 keyboard. 
MOP. $695 
6406.  
20MEI nerd disk.  drive.  
monitor.  keyboard. $1095 Dot 
moor. 
printer.
 
$740 I 
etter 
qual-
ity. 5295
 One block
 from
 campus 
404 
S 3rd St . 07 
corns.  
of
 San 
Salvador 
PC-COM.
 79S 
606
 
FOR 
SALE 
FUTONS"
 ()Warty 
cotton 
products 
Create your
 own Irving
 
8 
sleeping  
space 
with
 our futons
 pillows 
and
 frames
 
Custom  
Futons  
& Pli 
lows Plus, 302 El Paseo 
Shopping  
Cent.
 (al
 
Saratoga  8 
Campbell
 
Ayes)  San 
Jose
 
378-5646
 W.,  
discount
 on Futons 
with  Ibis ad 
I 
SEL  I ON( V ONE 
model  and 
site
 
(73 
I 
of bike but
 you 
can 
own a 
new 
17 -speed
 or
 Ass
 Man
 $85 
MHC Bicycle Sales 
otters 
low 
cost 
transportation
 needs for the
 
student  30 
day 
guarantee
 All 
sales final  Call Days
 942.7736 
Eves 293-4780 Ask for Joe 
WHY BUY SEMINAR COURSES" Bor-
row them from us' 
Real Estate 
Motivational
 Sales A 
Busines 
borne-study
 
courses
 Hundreds 
to choose born' 
Welt
 also
 
accept
 
any used courses
 for credit
 to 
ward 
the 
ann.!  leo 
UNL  
IMITED
 
borrowing The 
Seminar  
librAry
 
(800)
 R24 -2222a
 132 
HELP 
WANTED
 
DOWNTOWN
 REAL 
ESTATE  office 
needs 
mature  
receptionist
 9-S 
MWf  & 
Till
 
Good 
not 
fast 
lye 
mg
 Professional
 dress 
Cede  
Call
 Rey 
or
 Jim at 
298-5527
 
EARLY
 MORNING  II 
EVENING
 
INVEN-
TORY
 
positions
 Sept
 79th
 and 
30/11 Work one 
or 
both'  
54
 50 
hr 
Apply  in 
person 
to 
Kelly  
Sem
 
lc.. 
798 S 
Sunnyvale  
Ave 
Sun  
nyvele.
 
from
 
9-3pm  
FRESHMAN  SOPHMORF
 
Type
 40 
Wpm 
Willow
 
Glen
 
Prescription
 
Phar Alt wlis PAW
 
3.7prn & 
Sal 
9 30-3pm 
5305 
hr to 
sten 
WM
 
train Call tor 
@pot  
246-8281
 
LOOKRIG
 FOR 
PART 
TOSE
 
work"  
Togo's
 at 900 N 
First 
St 
is
 
hlring 
for 
day  lime 
positions
 
Plea..  
cell
 
287-45700, inquire 
whnin
 
LUNCH
 
SHIFT
 WAITRESS n.cLed 
MINATO Jape.. 
cusl.
 
Call  
M. et 
996-9711
 
MARKETING
 DIRECTOR
-Upper
 
dist 
sion
 
Marketing 
Major 
wold  to
 de 
sign
 & implement 
'twiddle'.
 
per 
ISOnnel 
recruitment  
or  the SJSU
 
Annual Fund 
Flemlble
 
20,25  
Classified 
nr 
wk
 .
 salary 
8108 *6 w hinge
 
benefit
 of valuable
 
proiesslonel
 
experience  
Most be 
motivated.  
organized
 
& outgoing 
Cell Deb 
Anti.,
 for 
eddltional int 
277-9706
 
between 3 
5prn 
wkdays   
McDONAL
 Os NOW
 HIRING'
 Premium
 
pay hours
 
flexible
 
around
 school 
schedule 
Two-flve  
days
 10-35 
hr.  
intervIews  
WE 
3-4pm  
Contact  Mike 
or I ucy 
at 365.3095.
 
15475  Los
 Gal. 
Blvd 
NEED 
SOMETHING
 
MORE
 than
 
lust
 
another
 lob' 
Gain  valuable TEL F -
MARKETING
 
& STATISTICS&
 RE-
SEARCH 
SKIl  IS while 
earning  
54-58  to working 
days 
or
 eve-
nIngs
 
al
 
Me
 SJSU 
Annual
 
Fund  
Call
 DeOat 277-9206
 3-5pm week 
days 
NOW HIRING CL FRICA1 
STAFF  for 
the SJSU Annual fund Work 
close
 to campus 14-50
 hr 12 
hrs wk on a 
fley  schedule 
Cali 
Deb 277-9206 
3-5prn wkdays 
OFFICE ASST. Flex hrs 
vMngs  & 
weekends Varied 
duties
 In retail 
credit office Call Debby at
 796-
7393.
 Russells
 Furniture 
PART & FU1L TIME RETAIL HE I P. No 
tional firm preparing tor 
Christmas work and semester 
break
 eon  
accepted you
 will 
earn 1925 starling'
 Part 
lime  
1201 
earnings
 per weak equal
 
$185  
Full
 
1401  earnings per we. equal 
5370 No eeperrenc Is needed be-
cause ot 
our Intensive on  the Lob 
training program Good 
Math and 
reeding ski. 
are  
 
Plus 
Some
 
evening end weekend
 postions 
are ...treble 
and
 some 
flexibility 
IS allowed 
during  troll
 exams
 in 
addition it you quality corporate 
scholarships ere awarded Inter-
nships
 are possible end you may 
earn
 2,34 
credits per quarter 
or 
semester During
 your winter, 
spring,  and especially
 summer
 
breaks 
lull time wort is 
...bre  
Call 
today  tor information
 
and en 
interview or Lail Monday 
through
 
Friday  between 10 AM 7 PIA
 
1408/ 
275-9885 if the rine 
is busy 
[Reese 
be patient
 
and try again
 
An equal
 opportunity 
company 
PROFFSSIONA1 NEEDS ASSISTANT 
part- time $5 hr student
 
must  
know how lo type
 and 
be Isn't..
 
w BASIC
 Cali Nan 
M15)852-5071
 
READ
 GOOD BOOKS" Tell blonds 
make money 
No 
invest  no risk 
Great
 tundreiser Call I anc 153 
8287. 5-7prn best or leave fn.
 
se. 
SUBSTITUTE  TEACHERS 10E 
caring  
or
 
children 2-5 yrs Neer campus 
No experience 
necessary
 Call 
793-2788 
TEACHERS & AIDES or 
preschooi  
I G SJ area 
6 ECE units p eeeee
 red 
008)723-1131
 
TE1EMARKETING 
RADIO  TIME PART 
TIME We are looking
 or
 a tow 
outspoken
 people 
to sell air Ilme 
This position requires  
 good 
voice end a strong desire  lo make
 
money Call Mrs Green
 
at 
377  
1800 
TEl
 
EPHONE  SAI ES -part 
time
 Sell 
subscriptions
 to the 
Mercury,
 
News 
Gueranteed  54 60 hr plus 
commission
 Shirts 9M
-IPM or 
4 30PM-8 30PM, 
Mon  Fri 
plus 
Sal 
Cell  today (40619831800 
2 
CRAZY  
YOUNG MILLIONAIRES
 
bought 
plaza parlor Need counter
 
and
 delivery people
 
Most like 
sports cow.. 
Dr Suess books,
 
etc No
 
It
  746-6826
 ask for 
Dr 
Anderson
 or 
Body  
HOUSING  
AFFORDABLE 
HOUSING.
 STUDENT 
DISCOUNT
 
Fully furnished.
 se 
cure
 and 
sale
 rooms 
FREE
 utill 
ties 
and housekeeping
 
service
 
Reasonable
 roles eller. 
or sin 
pie 
evadable  
Walking
 
distance  to 
San Jose 
Stale  Office 
77 N 5th 
ST. 996-0234
 
OFFICE 
SPACE  NEAR 
CAMPUS. 
7400  
SF. Victorian
 house. 
$3,950  
Skylighis
 2nd floor 
sun  cleck, 
hardwood floors
 newly reno-
vated Call
 297-7960 days 
ROOMMATE
 WANTED 
FEMALE
 
to 
share 
quiet  4 bdrm 
house In 
Campbell  
near
 Pruneysrd
 with 7 
females
 and leash.
 $275 
share 
ute 
Call 
377,1854  
SERIOUS
 FEMALE 
GRAD etudent
 
Quiet  room 
bin,  nice 
hr., likes 
quiet 
kids  /325, 
629-0041  
I910'  CL 
ASSIC-I  
bdrni  apt w 
bonus 
room  Must 
be
 cleen,  
quiet  
sober  551 S 
6th SI 
Single
-5475. 
double 
5495  
Call
 Robert
 at 293-
0909 
287-2077
 
PERSONAL
 
BACKACHE,"
 Fr. 
.sminetion  
Cars
 as 
part
 of a 
research  
prorect  
If you 
have had low
 
back
 
pain
 for 
more
 Men 
6 months & 
Cr. 
70-55  
yrs old. please
 
call
 
Palmed  Col-
lege of 
ChlroprectIc
 West 
at 1408/ 
244-6907,
 .1 
401 
FEMALE 
COMPANION
 
WANTED
 to 
dye 
wdh 
sincere  
handicapped
 
man Please
 
call  
Brien
 el 291-
23011 
HEY
 
SAP' 
PUZZLED  over Now
 11 
going 
lobe'
 We can I wail to put 
It 
together
 100., 
CHI  
OMEGA  
Hit L FL JEWISH 
STUDENT 
ASSOCI
 
TION.
 
Shobbal  dinners. 
parties  
Sunday 
brunches  
leCtlire  Toe, 
day Lunch and 
Learn Israeli 
dancing,  holiday
 celebrations 
For 
information
 cell Hiller 
at 794, 
8311
 
JOUR 
MASS
 COMM 
DECEMBER
 
GRADS" Sign a 
petition 
to 
change
 the date of GRAD 
coma-
monies
 from THURS 1210
 to 
eller FINAi Son FRIDAY 
17 190,
 
SAT 1220 
Petition  posted out. 
side DWIGHT BENTE( HAI 
I 
117 
MAI E 
COMPANION  wanted to 
live 
wIlh
 two sincere lop notch pooper 
pledges
 Please cell 011 or Bemire 
et 
277-3698 Good luck 
Hope you 
find
 the right men 
From 
your top 
notch 
BIG BROS 
NATIONAL
 GAY Ed 
contact
 club la 
men and
 women Confident/Li 
low 
rates Send SASE to 
NGCC
 
P0
 
13. 
28781-K 
San Jose.
 Ca 
95159  
NEED 100 OVERWEIGHT  
PEON
 F to 
try new herbal weigh, 
control
 pro 
gram  
No drugs
 no 
exercise  
100°. 
guaranteed
 Can
 
14081  245. 
7503
 
PROFESSOR.
 EXAM F11 FS available 
for Engineering 
1$
 required 
courses in CE FF. ME 
and
 Mat 
Error), FIT Calculus
 Chemistry 
end 
Physics 
Avallebie  ei 
Swum
 
Bookstore 8 Roberts Book
 Slore 
R AND R. HAPPY 
ANNIVERSARY' I 
stand 
behind
 you  both always' 
Best 
wishes  I ove ye ME 
RANDY T HAPPY 70th 
SWEET  
HEART Keep the dreams alive' 
I ove ye ME P S 
keep smiling 
UNWANTED HAIR 
REMOVED
 PERMS. 
NENT1 Confidential. 335 
Haywood Ave San Jose Call
 
247 7486 for appointment 
WORSHIP AT CAMPUS Christian 
Cen 
ler Sunday -I utheran 
10 45 em 
Catholic 4 00 and 
8 
00
 Pm Plea. 
cell Campus Ministry at 798-0204 
for
 worship.counseling,programs
 
and study opportunities Rev 
Natalie Shires.f r Bob 1 
egetSr  
Joan Pero..,  
Rev Norb Fitn 
nab. 
24 HR HATII US
 
MEAl TO
 SPA 
rnem
 
ftirshiP  
5300
 
Save
 wpmo  siss 
foe firer year 5145 Mr each addi-
tions, year 
Cell  
741-5095
 
SERVICES
 
BARE IT All-- Stop shaving waling 
tweezing 
let
 me 
permanently  
re 
move your unwenled hair (chin 
bihinl, 
tummy  moustache back, 
shoulders etc) 15°. discounts to 
students and faculty Call before
 
Christmas 1986 
& gel your 1s1  
spot 
r 
r 
7 price Unwanted  hair 
disappears with my care 
Gwen  C 
Chelgren,
 R F Call 559-3500, tor 
eppl . 1045 5 Bascom Ave CC 
HAIR 
TODAY  GONE 
TOMORROW  
AUTOMATIVE  EXTERIOR REF) 
RISHER'
 
Body 
1.h  10 
yrs
 crepe, 
Very 
reasonable  rates 
The  reflec
 
Irons on you' 
Call  Soon Coop De 
Ville
 
At 
358-4768 
FE IF sii IS THAT DESIGN 
protect  
due 8 you have no resources for 
ideas
 or 
what lo 
build"  SW Elec-
tronics Is committed lo 
offering  
be 
coal
 electronic (component) 
8 computer
 
information
 needs 
for  
the student Cell Days 942-7736. 
Eves 793-4780 ask for
 Joe 
FRENCH TUTORING 
by French native 
speaker Graduated from the 
Unto
 of Pent.,
 reasonably priced 
Francois  at 279-4575 
IMMIGRATION ATTORNEY will con. 
suit with SJSU student
 101
 
30
 
min.  
uteri 
FREE Practice limit04
 
lo
 
all
 
aspect. of Immigration and nato 
relleation  low Office 
located  
within 10 
minutes
 Iron/ campus 
Call Robert Ng al 14061  289-8400 
for an 
appointment  
PERMANENT HAIR 
REMOVAL  for 
men and women Special rate with 
faculty or student 
ID
 Privets & 
confidential
 Weekdays.
 evenings 
& Saturday SunnyveN Electroly. 
sls Corder. Keil Rusin*.  Park et 
Hwy 101 & N 
FWroalis Ave (408) 
734-3115  
PRESTO CLEANING & SERVICES 
Homes,  offices. 
crods & win-
dows (408)264-3098. 769-6025 
PROFESSIONAL  RESEARCH  for welt 
errs,  scholars, and public officials 
Specializing
 In 
historical.  pole'. 
cal. blogrephical loplc Student 
discounts 
evadable icor free 
info,  
write CI 0. 6003-11 Melon. Lane 
Columbia, MD 21046. 
RUNNERS, ATHLETES" Deep tissue 
muscle work for 
an eiffr compel 
dive edge and Incr... effi-
ciency
 
Cali  Richard
 al 272-634$
 
STUDENT
 
DENTAL
 OPT1C1 Pt AN 
Enroll 
now' Save your teeth. eyes 
and 
money too 
For Int 
orrnetion  
and brochure see A 5 Office 
or 
call
 
(408)37,68n
 
TYPING 
AARDVARKS DON T TYPE. 
hull do' 
Thew.,  
dIssertetions. reports 
Eight 
peg.
 minenurn, sle months 
fr. drsk 
storage On-line 
word  
processing  ask for
 
June at 
764 
1079 
A BEAUTIFUL PAPER every time F 
perienced professional
 
word
 
pro 
ceasing  
papers 
theses  
re 
sum..
 oleic* 
overflow
 
mailings
 
newsletters Student Discounts 
Guaranteed won. Only 10 min 
Utee Nom 
campus  
Words 
and 
more 
(Pamela)
 9717810 
ABSOI UTEI
 I. ACCURATE C 
COUNTABI F for lelephonem
 
that 
toots typing that s lops try 
Tony 
296-2087
 Si 50 
per  page 
double spaced All work guar 
nleed Trust Tony
 796-2087
 
Thanks
 
ACADEMIC AND 
PROFESSIONAL  
word 
processing
 P J sword
 pro 
ce.ing uffr
 guiltily guaranteed 
work
 at competitive 
roles F 
xperi 
enced
 In thesis term p per 
group
 projects resumes 
menu 
sc Mots 8 letters I prated
 In North 
San
 Jose only minutes horn cam 
pus 
Call P J el 923 
2309
 
ACADEMIC  WORD PROCESSING  All
 
formats 
& group
 prorects 
wet 
come Spell check
 every time Iren 
disk 
store. Delebase cepablilly 
Standard & micro 
...gene Iran 
scription Word
 proc Ung 
on 
SAMNA  
& word
 peltedr
 
software 
Hrs
 MI
 8 30-5 30 
Re 
serve time now for your upcorn 
ing 
thesis
 dissertation or 
menu
 
script 
Chrystal  923,8461
 
A 
CASH
 
REBATE   55 cash 
Mscouni
 
to new customers on 
reports 10 
pages One page tree typing on 
reports 2 9 pages Prolessionai
 
typist and skilled 
Word processor
 
aserWroter Plus printing 
Pickup
 
and
 delivery HIghest
 quality work 
at student rates  
$1 50 page Cal 
DAYSTAR
 
at 358-7717
 
AFFORDABI
 F WORD 
PROCESSING 
SpeciolleIng
 in 
resumes  
term pa 
perstransc  Motion 
No job too 
small' Student 
discounts
 
Neer  
SJSU Teachers 
welcome'  Office 
Alternatives
 
2942974
 
A 
WAY  WITH 
WORDS  prompt
 accu 
tale
 
literate.  B  
in 
history
 
Wang 
Word
 
Processing,
 spelling 
errors
 
corrected  long 
manuscripts
 
wei.  
come Will pick 
up. dellver 
Also
 
available 
criticsl
 
reeding
 assis 
lance In rewriting Dan 0 Rear 
978-0277 
9RBE
 
S WOAD 
PROCESSING 
Have 
rob will process F eperranced in 
lheses 
menuscrIpts
 
papers
 re-
swims prolessionI 
back up 
work Reasonable
 rates
 
located
 
conveniently Call 
Barb.  al 926. 
4370
 
BECK SFCRE TARIA1 
Student
 pa-
pers
 resumes, busIness typing 
needs, word 
processing
 Willow
 
Glen
 area Call Ilse el 767-8234 
BLOSSOM 
HIll 
SANTA 
TF RE SA 
AREA 
Fast.
 accurate
 typing and 
word 
processIng
 available
 
seven  
days  week 
limited
 pick up & 
dertvery  
365-1017  
CAI I lINDA FOR 
PROFESSIONAL
 
word 
processing Reports, 
theses 
dissertations group pro 
jects. resumes Guaranteed 
quick  
return Per 
page  and hourly rates 
Transcription
 a/reliable Irnecien 
Branham area 
Fraa
 disk storage 
Prof
 Steno Typing Service 
(408)
 
264-4504 
Do you have  paper due soon' Does 
it need 
to be typed, Call meiay
 to 
schedule your word processing
 
lob Quick turnaround accurate 
62 Os pege 993-9260.
 Word 
for 
Word 
EnlerpriseaSJ  
EDITING WORD 
PROCESSING.  266-
9448 
Emphasis on correct 
punc-
tuation,
 sentence structure. and 
Bloom 
County  
The Real World 
School
 Daze 
THAT'S
 JUST MACAW FIRST "flit COURTS 
POHL 
ANo PRY of OUR acoaooms 
*PITH 
THEIR ANTI 
$000/AV
 LARIS,THCH 
THEY AJAN69 wow
 why 
I 
GO TO 'Mt 1301114ROom,
 
Isaac
 Newt 
MAYBE 
I 
Nat. 
FL our
 
This
 
"DATIG 
GAME"
 
^OWES
 
TANT
 
APPLICATION'
 
,v 
) 
Thick Crust 
G000 osier x'vc NAP IT' 
I'LL 60 TS THE OPI7H610044 
AT 
1141 
TEXACO
 ETATiOel
 ON 
114C
 
CONOCO!  
(RAW
 
Go7v.iH4l..)  
Berke Breathed 
8r08,
 If 
nII5 RIO 
Otalf  
.1( 7141/t/tigr
 
IMP  
SO,*  
COW" 
PM
 1." 7ROVIIIE 
YE 51447tAG WITH VW' 
TAM MON& 
1FLEPOR1eit  
'0 AU 
AO. 110 INXIVING 
N. 
Manuel
 Hui/ 
Wanda
 
Folk
 
WAIT!
 STOP' viKVE ALIA 
IbuAAP
 
A 
 TIVI UNIK 
OCTW1CCN PIM/
 
WHO 
0010 THE 
BATHROOM  
AT 
1TaitC.0  
STATHHLS
 MOO 
CoMmuNiSm"
 
OUR
 
narritslt.
 
WANNA
 TAU(
 TI) WU' 
Sheila Neal 
-ONE
 
WAY  
TO
 
714E
 
MOON/  
\ 
t:- '. 
,;`'.,
 
/ o r
 i : 
0., 
71.:  
Eric 
Kieninger  
YOU 
NEVER 
'Da"
 ME 
ThAT 
YOU 
(,QTItTl
 
N60/  
CAIZ126T
 
' 
formatting 
(Turanian. APO.
 
NO
 
For ner English maw highly
 de 
pendable 
Willow  Glen Area,  easy 
to locate Call Mrs Morton 
iMershI
 from 8A64-8PIA al 266-
9448  
ENTERPRISE WORD PROCESSING
 
Term 
papers,  research papers 
rheses 8 dissertations (Campbell 
Turablan.  
SPA 
3rd
 
cdi, 
SCre.n
 
plays, 
reStimet,  COver IS iollow-up 
letters manuscripts
 (books  
emi 
cies. short 
stories).  
transcription  
Free SPEI -CHEM, minor
 
edit
 
(if 
requested).
 proof,
 disc 
store.
 
Student 'acuity discounts
 Ourch 
turnaround 246.5825 
F %CFI
 I ENT TYPING 
SERVICE
 Term 
papers
 
theses
 resumes 
dIsser
 
tenons.
 
dc toe students and fec 
ulty We also do tape rranscrip, 
lIon and bookkeeprng 
Free
 dale 
storage Call 245-1769 
EXPERIENCED
 
SECRETARY  for 
your 
personal legal 
business,
 word 
proc.sing needs  
Term papers 
reports 
resumes  COWS, 
leder.
 
theses dissertations  manuals 
All 
academic
 formals
 APA 
Spelling grammar 
punctuabon  
armlet/ince  All work 
guaranteed  
Classified
 
professional.
 confidential and de 
pendsble
 Service at AFFORDA 
FR F RATES. 
Free disk storage
 
Perm 
247 2661 
(Santa
 Clara) See 
SJSU 
Fall 86 
Directory  of Classes 
for 
additional coupon 
sayings  
NEED THAT 
FORGOTTEN PAPER
 
typed Iasi" el me help' 
Term pa 
pars 
Seders.  reports.  
theses re 
Search papers 
Mal and proles 
sionally. 
FREE grammar 
& 
spelling
 
assistance
 Reasonable 
wits Call Morcw at 294,6347 
(work 
leave  
message)
 or 
926.1274
 
betore
 lOpm 
PROCESS
 IT 
WRITE.  
Faculty 
and stu 
dents 
con  rely on 
sccurste
 
limely 
production  of 
newsletters  
reports 
resumes,
 publications
 
manuscripts,
 
correspondence
 
eft Will all
 In grammar spelling
 
punctuation  For 
prompt 
7 day 
response
 
leave 
message 
tor 
Pamela
 at 
(408)275-6753  
PROFESSIONAL
 
TYPIST
-twos 
papers  
Mesas etc 
Accurate.
 prompt 
52
 
25461
 space
 per pogo 
Sara 
loge 
ere&
 call Joon
 at 
741-5680   
PUT
 YOUR 
WORDS  In Melt
 now per 
specify@ Eeperlenced
 proferi 
alone' word 
processing mows,  
theses. 
resumes  
Specrolisl
 in 
technical scientific  
protects 
St 75 53 page 
Call  Vicki am 
281 
3058 IBM area 
OUAI ITO TYPING SERVICE
 tor all 
your 
typing needs Student 
rates 
'engine
 from 51 to 51 75 per 
page 
Quick turnarOund Disk ',mope 
for 
30 
days Call 14081 
946-4967
 
Ask tor Amanda or 
leave message 
on 
machine  
RESUMES COVER( ETTERS 
and 
blisInesS  COrrPlip011601C! ARMS
 
'ante wtth vocabulary semen,- e 
structure, and 
form if 
requesied
 
Cell 
766-9448  
RESUME 
8 
TYPING
 
We use 
IBM X 
COMPUTER Word Slat and 
leder 
qualify
 printer Resume 55 
up 
TypIng 51 50 
pg
 double space 
One block from campus
 PC 
COM 
404  5 3rd St . 
02.  corner of 
San Salvador PC-COM. 795,1606 
SUCCESS 
ENTERPRISE 
PROFES 
SIONI
 typing & butte'!" Serf, 
ices Fast reasonable. & near uni 
versify Call 
(4081
 
THESES REPORT PAPERS
 
Word 
processing  w @etre 
attention  lo 
detail
 57 pg tor students 53 pg 
for 
professionals
 Resumes
 510 
Save your 
work on the RIM PC for 
later use Grammar 
punctuation
 
S
 spelling
 checked printed In 
publicIlons quality Erickson 
Word 
Processing
 377
 5293 
TYPING DONE RFASONABIF 
rates 
Coil Patti at 7465633 
TYPING SF RviCE for
 students and 
In 
struclors Dependable 
reliable
 
accurate wort. Reasonable rates 
II
 50 pg 
Assmnmenis  10
 pg5 
end 
over will be accepted  only 
COI 1408) 738 1676 Sunnyvale
 
area 
long
 range essrgnments 
oar' be submitted
 by 
mall w 
your  
remittance  
WORD 
PROCESSING -RESUMES
 the 
els
 
and term papers 
Reasonable 
rates 
Quality
 service
 
able lo do 
bold fere and right
 margin 
luatUl 
cation  Cell 759-9446 Not far from 
SJSU  
ZEE  s TYPING
 
and Secretarial Sem 
ices Fast accurate work rearl 
able seven days 
 week I OCated 
In the 
Blossom  Hill Santa Teresa 
area 1 ImIted pick- rp 
and
 
4e110  
cry
 Call 3651017 
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Friday.  
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Daily  
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art
 
0,nuse
 Wenur.-i  t hidy 
stall
 
1Jrqiphi.,  
Can vim relate?
 Stephanie 
Turner.
 sign class. The 
skier. w hich hangs 
near 
freshman art major,
 
installs  the two -di- 
the Alusic 
Building,
 
is 
something
 
a lot 
mensional
 
skier  she created 
for her  de- of 
people  can relate
 to. 
Turner
 said. 
California's
 
minority
 
needs
 
are schools' 
responsibility
 
EDUCATION. 
jrani page I 
slip behind  
other  
states
 
in high
 
technology
 
over  
the nett decade.
 
Other 
studies
 indicate
 the 
problem
 is 
unique to California  because 
at
 
the  minority 
ratio which figures heavily into the educational 
system
 
A study from the CSU Educational FA' iuity 
Advisory  Council shows
 that HO percent  
at the 
Hispanics and blacks who attend C'alilarnia 
public
 
post
-secondary  institutions
 
enroll  in 
community
 
colleges,  and 
most of 
them
 do 
not 
transler
 to 
lour -year institutions
 
The report indicates that more than two-
thirds 
of blacks and 
one-half of Hispanics
 ad-
mitted into the CSU system
 enter as 
'special
 
admits," meaning they do not meet the 
regular 
admission 
criteria  
Students admitted specially don't fare as 
well in school
 as those admitted regularly, 
according  to 
the 
most
 recent report on gradua-
tion levels 
in the 
CSU 
system.  
The 
business
 roundtable report stated that 
a major, coordinated and sustained el Ion must 
he made at all levels to reverse the trend in nit
-
font)  education. 
CSU taculty and staff involvement in the 
community
 , beginning at the 
posi-secondary
 
education level and continuing into the univer-
sity level, is crucial to achiev ing the goals at 
educational  
equity.
 said Herbert 
L. 
Caner,  vice
 
chancellor of
 
CSU administration and chair-
man of the CSU Educational Equity Advisory 
Council.
 
Caner spoke  at the
 Sept. 10 
meeting  at
 
the  
hoard
 of trustees
 
The 
mandate is modeled after a program 
at 
California State University at Nonhridge. 
"It is very critical
 that these (minority)
 
students are aware that 
faculty
 are involved 
with them... said Rick Ainsworth, 
Minority  
Engineering
 I)epartinent director at CSU-
Northridge.
 
Northridge's Faculty Ads !sing far Mi 
limit>,  and Engineering Students
 
pro!.
 tam
 
trains
 
Supervisor
 
Legan
 
speaks
 
to 
College
 
Republicans
 
LEGA\
 
Irn
 page
 I 
petty 
party politics.
 
There
 
is
 place  
or
 
this 
in
 pol-
itics 
and  I have 
tried to rise 
above  it in 
my cam-
paign.-
Legan said 
his beliefs 
were quite 
dillereni 
trout
 
McCorquodale's  
He said he 
supports  the 
death  
penalty  . while
 
his
 
opponent
 
has  
worked acti-
vely 
or
 
12 years 
against  a. 
"Since 
I have  made the death penalty
 an issue 
he hies 
hanged  
his
 
position
 an the issue That's 
why I call him 
'Mr rvicSv. Legan said. 
But, according to 
McCorquodale's  aide. Ray 
the senator in the last few 
years  has been 
helping State Sen. Gerry Condit. D -Ceres,  
get his 
faculty
 in crisis 
therapy,
 counseling and cross-
cultural teaching techniques to ensure 
this 
awareness,  he said. 
One out of two minority 
recruits
 is ex-
pected  to drop
-out
 before 
graduation,  
Ainswonh  
said. Last
 
year,  the 
Northridge  MEP 
had
 
2110
 
graduates  
from the 
school 
of engi-
neering anti computer science. 
The  FAMES 
program 
will  he 
replicated
 
on 14 campuses and is already
 in effect
 at 
four 
University  of 
California
 campuses
 including 
UCLA and 
LIC-Hav  is. 
Ainsworth
 said. 
"It is a vital step in dealing with these stu-
dents . 
we follow
 them as they 
move 
into  
the 
industrial  
world.  giving 
them guidance for 
0) experience and future schooling." 
he said. 
Honig 
will 
visit 
all 19 CSU 
campuses  in 
an 
Mort
 to 
impress 
upon
 faculty 
and students
 
the need It)
 address 
minority  recruitment
 
and  its 
implications
 to the 
stale's
 cc, main
 
I 
Is 
w
 
ill 
be 
at SJSU on Oct. 24 
capital -punishment
 
,s L01 
Ins, pa,ed 
through  the 
legislature. 
McCorquodale also supported a hill which 
%%mild make it tougher 
to change death -penalty laws 
and another bill w hich 
would bring the death pen-
alty against 
anyone  
killing
 a vs 
it ness to 
prevent
 tes-
timony.
 
Villarreal 
said.  
At the end al the session 
Legan
 told students
 
that if they want to work on a 
campaign  this year, 
his 
campaign  is 
the one for the 
College  
Republicans
 
to 
work on. 
lc(  
'orquadalc
 w ill he 
on
 campus  to speak to 
students 
sometime 
early in 
October.  The
 date has 
not yet
 been 
confirmed.  
Ken loses leg, but 
takes
 the
 win 
DOLLS,
 from page I 
managed 
to hold a straight Nee as they flashed 
scores  scrawled on 
notebook
 paper. 
Scores ranged from a 10 for senior Jaqueline 
Puentes hack flop to a high of 25 for Jagow
 's spec-
tacular triple gainer 
with a
 
somersault
 
Audience
 
involvement  was intense. "(kth. 
like it when Ken bends over:* shouted one specta-
tor ohserv mg his 
form 
"Take her
 clothes off!" 
yelled another
 as 
he
 admired 
Skipper 
Protests  of 
unfair advantages were called 
out when McIntosh. 
who  practiced 
earlier,  took 
to the ladder. 
The spotlight was 
momentarily stolen from the 
competition
 when a I2
-man 
chorus  
01 
Alpha Tau 
Omega pledges broke
 into a rendition ii1 the 
theme 
from "The Brady Bunch" on the
 Student I 'nion's 
south  
steps.  
But irony 
eventually  
reigned  supreme:
 Jagov..
 
the 
champion,
 was 
an
 
AT()
 
member
 himself.
 
FAA charged 
with  
stalling
 safety
-system
 
requirements  
TON
 IAP) 
Con 
gressional  critics 
charged
 the Federal 
Aviation  
Administration
 yesterday 
with 
"bureaucratic 
foottiragging 
. . anti turf
-guarding''
 in failing 
to 
have
 
moved
 quickly to require 
dint
-
.1011..1v %) stems 
in commercial 
aircrati
 
"We 
are here 
to
 rind 
out coy
 ji 
has taken 
nearly
 three 
decades
 to de-
velop a 
piece 
at
 equipment 
that
 
could 
save lives,
 and why the
 use at such 
equipment
 
was  not 
long
 ago 
made 
mandatory...  
declared
 Rep James 
IL. 
Ohserstar, D- 
Minn  , in opening hear-
ings on the 
longstanding 
collision -
avoidance  
controy
 en> . 
The hearings 
came a week 
alter 
the FAA 
said  it plans to propose
 
a reg-
ulation  next year 
that would require 
commercial 
jetliners
 to he equipped 
with 
devices  
that  warn 
pilots 
01
 
nearby
 
aircraft 
The FAA
 and 
industry  
have
 for 
more
 than 20 
years 
searched  for 
ways 
to warn
 pilots al an 
impending 
colli-
sion. The 
akin gained 
renewed atten-
tion after the Aug.
 11 
collision  of 
a 
private
 plane and 
a Mexican 
jetliner 
over
 
Cerritos.
 
At least
 81 
people were 
killed.
 
But 
even helot,. that ,icculent. the 
nation
 commercial 
pilots  apparently
 
had 
serious
 
concerns about the 
possibi 
ity  of colliding with another ancralt 
The  Air Line Pilots Association. 
which  
represents  the hulk 
ol
 
commer-
cial 
pilots,
 
more  than 
1.4.00(1
 
alio  
gether
 
said
 yesterday that a survey ol 
28.000 
ol
 
us 
members last
 lulls'
 
showed the danger of an .ierial colh 
sion 
was the single -greatest  
sato
 y 
can  
cern among
 c 
llllll nercial 
pilots
 
Three out
 at lour 
pilots
 
said
 
the 
des elopment 
of
 a 
collision
 ,,,ndance
 
system
 
should 
he gis en a 
high 
priority  
and 
two out
 
at 
three  
rejected  a sugges-
tion that the 
danger might be eyagger-
ated. 
according  to the union. 
Last week FAA Administrator
 
Donald Engen reiterated his commit-
ment to 
get col
 lisumn 
ay
 oidance 
equip-
ment 
know n 
as T-cAs  
Imo 
commercial  Jetliners,  but 
acknowl-
edged that even at the current 
pace, the 
des ices will not he in 
widespread
 use 
until
 
1989
 or 
1990.
 
Testing of the T CAS 
devices on 
commercial 
flights  
is 
scheduled
 
to 
begin on a Piedmont Airlines
 
tel
 later 
this year and on about a diven United 
Airlines 
and Northwest Airlines air-
craft nest year. 
Deukmejian
 to 
approve
 
landmark
 
divestment
 
bill
 
SAN  
FRANCISCO
 AP)
 
(Ito
 
George 
Deukmejian. 
who  one year 
ago 
vetoed a nuttier divestment
 hill, 
today 
will sign a landmark
 bill to sell 
SI I billion in state 
investments in 
South Africa -involved firms 
The Republican
 governor, who 
changed
 his mind this slimmer  in 
op-
position  
to 
most  GOP politicians,
 
plans a hill -signing ceremony with 
two 
of California's most outspoken liberal 
black 
politicians  at
 the 
state building in 
San 
Francisco.
 
Invited to 
attend
 the ceremony
 are 
the 
hill's author, 
Assemblywoman
 
Maxine  
Waters, 
who has
 fought
 for 
the anti-apartheid policy for seven 
years. 
and  Assembly Speaker 
Willie 
Brown, 
1) -San
 Francisco.
 
The 
hill, AB134, affects state 
in-
vestments,
 
which  include 
the two 
giant  
pension 
hinds,
 the 
Public  
Employees
 
Retirement
 
System  and the State Tea-
chers  
Retirement  
System, 
as well 
as 
tax 
monies
 that are 
invested
 until used 
to 
pay  
hills
 
It prohibits.
 beginning
 Jan. I. 
fu-
ture
 
investment
 of state 
funds  in firms
 
that
 are
 
doing business
 in 
South  Af-
rica. 
It
 requires
 the fund
 
managers.
 he
-
ginning
 Jan  
I, 
lgith, 
to sell
 of 
rent 
investments.
 
One-third
 11111,1
 he 
sold 
each 
year
 for 
three  
years,
 mean-
ing 
the 
state  
will have 
no 
investments
 
in 
South  
Africa
-related
 fimis
 
by
 1991.
 
Deukmejian  
says the 
bill 
affects
 
51
 
1.4 billion 
in state 
Investments.  
Last 
year.  
the
 
Legislature
 
passed
 
a bill by 
Waters. 
D-I,os
 
Angeles.
 that 
would have banned 
future
 
investments
 
in South
 Africa
-related 
firms 
Deuk-
mejian  
vetoed  the 
hill and
 issued 
an 
executive
 order instead 
requiring
 fund 
managers
 to 
invest only in firms
 
fal-
lowing the anti
-discrimination
 
Sulli-
van Principles. 
But last July, 
Deukmejian
 re-
versed his position, saying that condi-
tions for
 black South Africans hail 
worsened and 
that California  
should  
'stand up for freedom
 and stand up 
against
 
violations
 
of 
human 
rights
 
wherever they occur 
Deukmenan's reversal put him at 
odds with most Republicans, including 
President Reagan, and with the busi-
ness
 community Only two Republican 
senators and lour GOP Assembly 
members voted for
 
the bill 
'We
 can't keep 
looking for the perfect 
system.'
 
 Rep. Robert Doman. 
But esen those tests have been 
delayed  
because ol a 
dispute
 over what 
type 
of training 
should
 he given 
to the 
pilots
 ins °Ise& Industry 
officials said 
yesterday that 
while the dispute 
ap-
pears 
to he elo).e  
to resolution,
 at one 
time it became so heated that two of 
the airlines 
threatened
 
lo withdraw
 
(n11111114:
 project 
The 
FAA,
 airline representati, 
and pilot union 
officials agreed in Ley 
timony before the 
House panel yestet 
day that the current
 technology that is 
undergoing final 
testing  is much pre 
fermi 
over  collision
-avoidance  de 
vices 
under 
consideration
 a dozen
 
years
 ago.
 
But several
 members of Me 
IloUse
 Transportations' 
investigations
 
subcommittee
 questioned 
why- the 
FAA miser
 the years
 seemed 
constantly 
to 
search
 lor a 
perled  
system  v. hen 
AIDS
 
victim,
 
prey
 
of 
false
 
caller,
 
dies  
SANTA  MONICA 
(AP)  - 
An AIDS victim 
who almost was 
killed when a man 
posing  its a 
doctor  
murdered a 
potentially
 le-
thal medication 
change  over the 
telephone earlier 
this  week died 
of 
the 
disease  Wednesday. offi-
cials 
said. 
Edward 
Lehowitt.
 48. 
whose name
 previously 
had not 
been released,
 died of complica-
tions
 related
 directly 
to his ill-
ness 
An 
unknown
 
caller 
who
 
identified  himself as Lehowitt's 
physician called the hospital late 
Saturday and ordered nurses to 
give  the patient 
insulin
 that se-
verely
 lowered his 
blood sugar 
level. A nurse 
discovered  
Lebo-
witz lapsing 
into a coma the next 
morning and 
revived
 him. 
Police have called the 
medi-
cation change both an attempted 
murder.  with revenge as 
the
 mo-
tive,  or a possible mercy killing 
attempt. 
good 
systems  
might
 have 
been
 avail-
able 
to 
provide 
some
 
protection
 
against aerial 
collisions
 
"We 
can't keep looking
 tor the 
perfect
 sy stem."
 
argued  
Rep Robert 
Donlan, R 
-('alit.  who 
represents
 the 
congressional
 
it  in 
which  the 
Cerritos
 
collision
 
occurred.
 
"I've really had it
 with
 bu-
reaucratic footdragg
 ing land) bu-
reaucratic 
Ulrl-gllarding.. (hat has kept 
the 
technology
 
from
 being developed 
earlier. Doman said 
But
 
('ongress  also has 
been 
reluc-
tant to take
 up the 
cause  for 
collision -
as 
iii 
dunce teehnolap
 
I )4111111111 noted that
 eight years 
ago
 
after the 
collision 
mut a 
private  
plane and 
commercial 
jet 
user
 San 
Diego.
 he 
introduced  legislation to re-
quire 
collision  
.is 
oidance
 
equipment
 
ahoard
 jetliners.
 hut that the
 legislation 
went nowhere. 
Dornan
 questioned
 why the
 FAA 
did not 
pursue a collision
-ay 
oidance
 
system  that 
vs 
as
 itl 
the early stages ol 
development in the mind
-1970s.
 pro-
ducing 
an FAA memorandum 
written
 
in 1975 
which  precluded that 
the  de-
vice %Mild 
have  had a "high level of 
effecityeness" by 1983 
it its
 devel-
opment
 continued. 
Bonfire
 
delays
 
project 
BONFIRE. Pam page 
don the 
expression,"  he said 
C'onstruction
 is progressing 
on 
schedule,
 
according  to 
Randal
 
Russ, project manager for Roeb-
belen 
Engineering  Inc., 
the
 Bee 
Center contractor. 
Russ said 
his workers will
 
not he 
moving ground nest 
week.
 hut this does
 not mean 
there  is a delay. 
Work is proceeding in a 
tnanner that 
will accommodate 
campus
 activities  
scheduled
 on 
the canytruction
 site 
next
 week,  
he said. 
Russ 
Was referring 
to
 a 
ground -breaking ceremony that 
will take place Wednesday.
 as 
well as the 
proposed honfire. an 
annual
 homecoming 
event  on 
the 
ROTC.'
 field. 
'We're
 waiting
 
kit
 the bon-
fire before 
we start
 
mobilizing,  
hut our trailers
 w ill 
he
 
on the 
site  
next
 
Wednesday
 .''
 he said. 
Russ said that mobilization 
is the stage 
when the 
subcontrac-
tors
 are brought to a construction  
site
 before  work 
begins.
 
Student Union 
Director Ron 
Barrett 
said  he has 
been  working
 
ith Raebbelen since 
early  last 
week ti) allow 
homecoming  and 
construction 
activities
 
to
 take 
place on the 
site next week. 
Barrett
 said he asked the 
contractors
 
last 
week  
if it would 
he 
possible  to hold the ground 
breaking
 and bonfire on the site 
next 
vteek 
Raebbelen told him they 
would he able to work around the 
eVerils, bringing trailers on cam-
pus
 
Monday.
 Tuesday and 
Wednesday. while leaving Fri-
day 
open  for 
homecoming  
activ-
ities. he said. 
Whether  the 
bonfire
 will 
take
 place 
is
 in 
doubt.
 
The 
Brothers
 
of EX 
wish 
the 
Fall
 1986 
pledge  
class
 
the best 
of
 
luck.  
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